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Sign ordinance sparks discussion

Everybody ought
to have to share
the pain.
Michael Moloney
page 2

By CYRUS AFZALI

99

66

Murray Ledger & Times Stott Writer

Discussion over the city's
political sign ordinance, which
was modified in February, got
heated at times during Thursday's
meeting of the Murray City
Council.
Council member Tommy San-

I've been criticized
my whole career.
Lonnie Smith
page 10
INSIDE

ders, who also sits on the Murray
Planning Commission, first
brought up the issue at the planning commission's monthly meeting Tuesday night. Sanders was
complaining about signs erected
in front of the Weaks Community
Center, where the Calloway
County Democratic party has
rented a room to serve as its

headquarters.
Sanders, who reiterated his
statement made at the planning
commission meeting, said the
basic problem with the sign ordinance is that it is difficult to
enforce.
The ordinance, which received
final approval Feb. 27, limits the
amount of time political signs can

POW/MIA

be posted to no more than 45 limited to eight square feet and
days before or 14 days after an one sign per lot. You can't enforelection and restricts their size to ce it and I wish we would repeal
eight square feet. They can also it. This is not a recommendation
be no more than two feet from from the planning commission,
ground level and cannot be post- but it's my recommendation. We
ed on buildings. Signs can be dis- discussed it at the planning complayed only on private property. mission and some voiced their
"I'm asking we delete the
statement saying signs must be • TURN TO PAGE 2

AN 'OUCH'OF PREVENTION

•

99 Bush says Hanoi
agrees to turn
over all records

PADUCAH — A man convicted a year ago of murdering
a woman on a McCracken
County farm has filed a
motion for a new trial citing a
signed confession by the slain
woman's husband. Page 3

SPORTS
NEW YORK — A person
close to Magic Johnson said
the Los Angeles Lakers star
has accused Isiah Thomas of
spreading a rumor that Johnson may have contracted the
virus that causes AIDS
through homosexual contact,
New York Newsday reported
today. Page 10

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy with a 30 percent chance of showers or
thunder storms. Low in the
mid 50s. West wind 5 to 10
mph. Saturday, decreasing
clouds and cooler. High
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received their home-delivered
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Congressional candidates end debates
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Bush narrowing campaign
pitch to question of trust
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press Writs,

today, except for a 30-minute
network ad focusing on his
family.
Clinton is training his verbal
artillery on the Bush administration's economic record, saying
the Republican is leading the
"things could be worse crowd."
Indeed, one of Bush's key arguments is that while the economy
may be relatively weak, conditions — including inflation —
would be worse if a Democrat
were in the White House.
At a rally Thursday in Robbinsville, N.J., Bush said Clinton's economic prescriptions
"sound identical" to those administered by the last Democratic
president, Jimmy Carter. "We
cannot go back to the failed policies of the past," he said later.
The latest national poll of
registered voters showed Clinton
with a 19-point lead over Bush, a
bit beyond the 10-15 point edge
the Democrat has maintained
throughout the fall campaign.
That news Thursday didn't stop

President Bush claims he's
closing the poll-ratings gap with
Bill Clinton, and with 11 days
left before Election Day he's
relentlessly pleading with voters
to hand him a comeback victory
by abandoning the Democrat as
unworthy of the presidency.
"Now we're getting down to a
choice: Who do you trust to be
leader of the free world and president of the United States?" Bush
told an enthusiastic rally of about
500 people in an aircraft hanger
at Robbinsville, N.J., on
Thursday.
Bush returned to the White
House late Thursday, but was
leaving early today to stump in
Kentucky, Florida and Alabama.
Clinton was continuing today
in Republican strongholds,
including Nevada and Missouri, a
PACHAEL BANKS/Lsdpe & Timos photo
state Bush won in 1988 but
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U. L. WOODS

FRANKFORT. Ky. — To cut.
or not to cut, is no longer the
question. Where to cut and when
now seem the most pressing
issues facing the state government budget these days.
The official revenue forecast
for the General Fund was slashed
by $68.6 million, but Cabinet
Secretary Kevin Hable insisted to
the interim Appropriations and
Revenue Committee that no
budget cuts have actually been
made.
Cuts, though, appeared to be a
foregone conclusion to virtually
everyone else at the meeting
Thursday.
Hable said Gov. Brercton
Jones' administration has
exempted state aid to local
schools. The administration has
ordered all other agencies to hold
2 percent of their budgets this
year in case cuts come.
Sen. Mike Moloney, DLexington, noted that a 2 percent
budget cut in state aid to elementary and secondary education
would still mean more money
this year than last. Moloney also
said higher education has taken a
real dollar cut this year for the
first time.
"There ought not be any
exception, in my judgment, to the
2 percent," Moloney said.
"Everybody ought to have to
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share the pain."
Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond, said university funding should get the same treatment
as local schools. "It seems to me
that we ought to giving a higher
priority to higher education than
we do other state agencies,"
Moberly said.
Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling
Green, said he opposes any
across-the-board cuts and said
each agency should be studied.
While budget troubles loom
again for the state, the General
Assembly's economist said they
will be even worse than the new
predictions indicate.
Larry Lynch, a Transylvania
University economist under contract to the legislature, disputed
the revised revenue estimates as
too optimistic.
Lynch said that if the revenue
growth during the first quarter of
this fiscal year continues, the
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state will take in $4.456 billion.
The new administration estimate is total General Fund
receipts of $4.524 billion.
"We haven't had that kind of
growth ... in a long, long time,"
Lynch said of the administration
estimate. "It just doesn't seem
very realistic."
Both those estimates, however,
presume that the state makes all
tax refund payments on time this
year. Last year, $106 million in
refunds were held up to balance
the budget, thereby throwing this
year's budget in a hole right off
the bat.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
commended the administration
for taking steps in anticipation of
a budget cut.
"I think it makes a lot of sense
to tighten the screws and make
reductions as early as possible,"
Clarke said.

Clinton to push economic
stimulus package first
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Dail

While budget troubles loom again for
the state, the General Assembly's
economist said they will be even worse
than the new predictions Indicate.

LOS ANGELES — Bill Clinton's first move to help the economy, if he wins next month,
would be a stimulus package that
includes investment tax breaks
and accelerated spending on
public works projects, his advisers say. The middle-class tax cut
may have to wait.
But advisers to the Democratic
nominee say bolder steps than

he's already outlined to hasten an
economic recovery are rendered
nearly impossible by the staggering federal deficit and public
unease about whether the red ink
can ever be brought under
control.
About all he can do, they say,
is accelerate the steps.
The middle-class tax cut Clinton has promised is also an
option, but may have to wait for
a later, more comprehensive and
long term economic recovery bill,
aides said.

Local News Roundup
Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

MAN REPORTS THEFT OF THREE-WHEELER
Murray man reported the theft of a three-wheel all-terrain vehicle to the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. According to
reports, Tim Barnett, Rt. 1 Murray, reported that someone took the 1985
Yamaha, black and yellow three-wheeler while it was parked at the end of
his garage possibly late Tuesday night. The vehicle is valued at $1,000. The
theft is under investigation.
A

Ross Insurance
Agency
6th & Main

753-0489

FIREMEN RESPOND TO VEHICLE FIRE
The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Stadium View Drive Thursday at 11 a.m. where a Dodge Daytona was burning when firefighters
arrived. According to reports, the fire began in the engine compartment,
which was heavily damaged. Five firemen responded to the fire, which was
extinguished with a booster line.
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Journal reports
Smale to replace
Stempel at GM
NEW YORK (AP) — General Motors Corp. directors
will replace GM Chairman
Robert Stempel with John
Smale, chairman of the automaker's executive committee,
The Wall Street Journal
reported today.
The Journal, citing unidentified sources familiar with the
board's deliberations, said the
decision would be announced
at the next GM board meeting
Nov. 2.
The newspaper said it was
not clear whether Smale, 65.
who is the retired chairman of
Procter and Gamble Co.,
would also become the chief
executive officer. The Journal
said that job could go to John
F. Smith Jr., who was installed
as the automaker's president in
April.
The paper said Smith still
has the board's confidence and
will soon make a series of
announcements of major overhauls, including the closing of
more factories.
Smale, who has been a GM
director for a decade, issued a
statement Thursday saying the
board "continues to reflect
upon the wisest course for
assuring the most effective
leadership for the
corporation."
Since reports of an imminent shakeup surfaced in The
Washington Post, GM officials
have been denying that Stempel's position is in jeopardy.
"There's no truth to the
rumors. None at all," Stempel
told reporters after speaking at
a conference Wednesday
night.

•Bush...
FROM PAGE 1
Bush from claiming more voters
are beginning to move into his
column.
"Something is happening,"
Bush shouted to thousands of
supporters at a rally in Ridgewood, NJ., on Thursday. "We're
moving up on this guy." He
didn't cite any poll results, and in
recent days Bush has made a
point of calling pollsters "nutty"
and telling voters to ignore opinion surveys.
Bush is still telling voters he's
got a better economic plan than
Clinton, but with that approach
apparently not helping erode
Clinton's lead in the polls, the
president is focusing mainly on
what he calls "a question of
trust."
During a live television "town
hall meeting" Thursday evening
in Secaucus, N.J., Bush described
his long-shot homestretch campaign strategy this way:
"I will be appealing here in
the last 10 days on the basis of
trust. You know, I admit to making mistakes, but I also have kept
the trust, and so has Barbara
Bush. We've been good custodians of the People's House. I
think character is vitally important, and I'm going to appeal on
that basis."

•Congressional...
FROM PAGE 1
there too long, they end up serving themselves," Hamrick said.
Seat favors an eight-year limit
for members of the House and a
six- year limit for members of the
Senate.
Hamrick and Seat also favored
a balanced budget amendment,
while Barlow doesn't.

•Sign ordinance...
couple of days ago informing
FROM PAGE 1
opinion in favor," Sanders said. them of the ordinance's regulations, which is required before
Sanders later dropped his
request after several council any other action can be taken.
After the letter was received, a
members said they favored such
ordinance changes to come in the large banner that has been displayed on the building was
form of recommendations from
removed, although some signs
the planning commission.
remain. The ordinance allows
Even if the council had inipersons in violation to correct
tiated measures Thursday night to
change the ordinance, it could not them within 14 days before furthhave been drafted and read twice, er action is taken.
as is required for ordinance
"Your complaint ought to be
changes, by the Nov. 3 election.
with the (Calloway County) Fis"Drop the idea of changing the
cal Court for renting the building
ordinance. Does the council
to a political party," Hutchins
intend for this ordinance to be
said.
enforced?" Sanders asked.
One councilman did say he
thinks pressure should be put on
Mac Fitts, director of engineercity officials to do a better job of
ing, said in prior cases of sign
ordinance violations, City Plan- enforcing existing ordinances.
"We're a legislative body and
ner Don Elias has either removed
the enforcement has to come
the signs or requested the person
who erected them to remove from the executive (mayor). I
think it's time we put pressure on
them.
the mayor to either enforce them
"Most of the problems stem
from someone passing through or we'll repeal them," Howard
Koenen said.
Murray prior to a candidate's
In other business:
arrival," Fitts said.
Randy Hutchins, who was act- *A leaf drop-off point has been
ing as city attorney in the designated in the old city park on
Chestnut Street. Regular leaf
absence of Don Overbuy, said
pickup begins Nov. 9.
because the Weaks Community
Center is county property, it is *A rate increase for customers of
exempt from any ordinance that the Murray Natural Gas System
might be passed by the council. was also announced because of
an increase passed on by the supBut he said action can be taken
against private groups who rent plier to the city. The rate will
increase from $3.95 per MCF to
such property.
$4.76. An MCF, the unit of meaHutchins said Overbey did
send a letter to officials of the surement for natural gas, is equivalent to 1,000 cubic feet of gas.
county Democratic organization a

To report local news — 753-1916

1993 FESTIVA FEATURES:
•Autoinatic Root Shoulder Belt/
Manual Lop Bek Restraint System
•Two-Speed Windshield Wipers
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•Openias Rear Quaner Window'

4.0" Sami-Styled Steel Wheel.
•Flip-Foid Rear Seat
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1
$7236

$450
$500
Arst-Time Buyer $400
Parker Ford Price _ $5886

Don't let the goblins get you...at the

HAUNTED VOREHII
October 27-31
Ticket Sales 7-10 p.m.
Fairgrounds - Hwy. 121 N. of Murray
'Proceeds go toward "A Family Christmas' project
and other Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Projects
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NeWS

of the World

PEROT TOPS SPENDING LIST

WASHINGTON — Ross Perot may still be third in the polls but he has
quickly surged to the front of the presidential spending race, bankrolling $2
million a day since re-entering the fray this month. In fact, the Texas billionaire's spending in the first 14 days of October — $26 million — outdid President Bush and Democrat Bill Clinton combined, reports filed with the government showed Thursday. Should he maintain the pace — and his plans
for heavy advertising through the final days suggest he will — Perot will
likely exceed the $65.5 million to which Clinton and Bush are limited by law.
Perot has no limit because he's using his own money. Bush and Clinton are
bound by spending limits because they accepted full taxpayer financing.

SENTENCE RETURNED IN AIDS SCANDAL

PARIS— The former director of France's National Center for Blood Transfusions was sentenced to tour years in prison today for his part in a wrenching
scandal involving AIDS-tainted blood that has killed more than 250 hemophiliacs. Dr. Michael Garretta, who was visiting the United States when the
verdict was announced, also was fined $100,000. His lawyers are expected
to file an appeal. Garretta was the key defendant among four former health
officials tried last summer. The criminal case was brought on behalf of 1,200
hemophiliacs given blood transfusions by the center in 1985 from plasma
stocks that officials knew were contaminated with HIV, the virus that causes
acquired immune deficiency syndrome. More than 250 of the hemophiliacs
have since died.

DELAY COST 1.500 REYE'S DEATHS

NEW YORK — Nearly 1,500 children died of Reye's syndrome because the
government waited five years to require warning labels on aspirin, two
researchers said in a report released today. As early as 1981, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control recommended labels warning that aspirin could
cause the rare disease in children with the flu or chicken pox, the public
health researchers noted. But the warnings weren't required until 1986.
"These 1,470 deaths were especially tragic, because they were, typically,
healthy children who never recovered from viral infection or chicken pox,"
the report's authors wrote. The report did not directly accuse the aspirin
industry of derailing the regulations. But Dr. Sidney M. Wolfe of Public Citizen's Health Research Group in Washington said government documents
show that the industry was lobbying to delay regulations requiring warning
labels. Dr. Thomas Bryant, chairman and president of the Aspirin Foundation of America in Washington, D.C., said the report's authors "have got an
interesting argument, but they overstate it." The foundation is a trade association of aspirin makers.

BUSH GETTING MIA REPORT

WASHINGTON — President Bush is getting a firsthand report from members of the U.S. delegation that returned earlier this week from Vietnam with
pictures of up to 5,000 dead Americans. Interviewed by CBS, Bush called
material given to the delegation — including more than 4,000 photos and
military documents — "a major breakthrough." But he added, "I need to
know exactly how major." Before normal relations can be restored with
Vietnam, Bush said, "I must be satisfied as president that all obstacles
about POWs and MIAs have been removed." Bush also indicated Thursday
there would be no decision on normalizing relations before his term ends in
January, meaning a decision could fall to Democrat Bill Clinton if Bush loses
his bid for re-election.

WASHINGTON AT A STANDSTILL

WASHINGTON — Most District of Columbia employees are off today, but
it's not a holiday and the workers aren't celebrating. The day of unpaid
leave is part of an effort to cope with the capital city's $490 million budget
deficit. More than 40,000 city employees — including office workers, teachers, librarians and Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly — are forsaking a day's pay as
part of a hotly disputed plan to save $36 million over the next 12 months.
Only police, fire, rescue and other workers in the public safety realm were
exempted from today's action. "I feel the layoffs are a necessity to solve the
long
money problems of the city, but it's going to hurt D.C. workers in the
run because we pay the most taxes," said Emmett Willis, a civil engineer
with the public works department.

FACTIONAL FIGHTING SPREADS

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Fighting between Croat and Muslim
factions is spreading northwest from Sarajevo, further straining their alliance
against the Serbs. In fierce fighting recently in Mostar, capital of Herzegovina in the west of the war-ravaged republic, Croatian forces took control of
the Bosnian militia headquarters, Belgrade TV reported Thursday. Despite
a
the battles, nine U.N. relief planes were able to land in Sarajevo followingthe
one-day suspension due to fighting. Under a Serb siege for six months,
expocapital could suffer tens of thousands of deaths from starvation and other
sure this winter unless fighting eases to allow delivery of food and
supplies by air and road, aid officials say.

Flu-like symptoms reported in Kentucky

1991, the jury convicted Chumbler's close friend, Michael Kariakis, of murder. Chumbler and
Holly Kariakis, Michael's wife,
were convicted of complicity to
commit murder.
Michael Kariakis is using
Chumbler's nine-page signed
confession as the basis for a
motion he filed last week to seek
a new trial.
Kariakis and Chumbler are
both in the Luther Luckett Correctional Complex at LaGrange.
Each is serving a life sentence
without chance of parole for 25
years. Holly Kariakis was sen-

Gun shop
owner
questioned

Judge gives up jurisdiction in fugitive child case
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A
Maryland judge gave up jurisdiction over a 5-year-old who was
spirited to Kentucky by her
mother to escape the child's
father, a sex offender.
Custody of the child now will
be decided by courts in Kentucky, which officially gave her
refuge, a state attorney said
Thursday.
The case drew national attention from children's rights groups

this year when a judge in Bel Air,
Md., awarded custody of the
child to her father.
The woman and child were
already hiding in the woman's
native Scott County at the time.
The judge, Maurice Baldwin of
Harford County, Md., Circuit
Court, later delayed his custody
order at Kentucky's request.
Kentucky officials also asked
for jurisdiction, and Baldwin consented on Wednesday. He relinquished the case to Scott Circuit
Judge David L. Knox in Georgetown for hearings and said Mary-

land would "honor any orders
that result."
Masten Childers II, general
counsel of the state Cabinet for
Human Resources, said Baldwin's move was "very bold,"
though not unprecedented.
"The practical effect of it is to
allow Kentucky courts to address
the custody issue from the beginning," Childers said in an
interview.
The state has not identified the
child or her parents. The father
had admitted forcing an older
daughter into oral sex in 1987.

State retains custody of abandoned baby
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The state will retain custody of a
newborn girl abandoned on her
grandmother's doorstep, but she
still could be placed with relatives under a ruling in Jefferson
Family Court.
Judge Matthew Eckert gave the
Cabinet for Human Resources the
discretion Wednesday to place
the girl with "any relative if it's
in the best interest of the child,"
cabinet spokesman Brad Hughes

said.
The child had been declared a
ward of the state shortly after she
was found Monday.
Both the infant's grandmother
and grandfather, who do not live
together, have asked for temporary custody, Hughes said.
Hughes said the cabinet will
study the grandmother's home to
determine if it is suitable for the
child. He said the study, which
ensures the home is clean and

tenced to
parole for 12 years.

But Tim Kaltenbach, the assistant McCracken County commonwealth's attorney who helped
prosecute Chumbler and the Kariakises, said he doesn't believe
the confession.
"Mr. Kariakis has always had
the power to control Mr. Chumbler's behavior, and now that they
are in the same prison and have
contact with one another, it isn't
surprising that Mr. Chumbler has
signed a confession clearing Mr.
Kariakis," Kaltenbach said.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky doctors have reported seeing patients in recent weeks
with flu-like symptoms, but a Centers for Disease Control epidemiologist says the reports
aren't unusual for this time of year. "What's clear about flu is that every year there will be an
influenza outbreak," said Louisa Chapman, the epidemiologist. "What's not clear is when it
will happen." In Kentucky last year, the flu outbreak began in November. The flu season runs
from Oct. 1 through May 31.
Kentucky is one of four states reporting sporadic cases of flu-like illness to the CDC in
Atlanta in recent weeks. But Dr. Clarkson Palmer, manager of the state's communicabledisease branch, said there is no evidence yet of any influenza activity in Kentucky and that
sporadic cases of flu-like illness can be seen at any time of year.
Doctors participating in a medical early-warning system reported to state health officials
that they have seen patients in recent weeks with high fever and symptoms that may include a
combination of headache, muscle pain, cough, stuffy nose or sore throat. Specific numbers of
patients with the symptoms aren't available. The flu virus hasn't been isolated in the Kentucky
cases. Other states with sporadic reports of influenza or influenza-like illness are New Hampshire, West Virginia and Wyoming.
Chapman urged everyone in a flu risk group to get vaccinated. In years with relatively small
outbreaks, about 10,000 people nationwide die from complications related to the flu, she said.
In bad years, as many as 50,000 people may die. Flu vaccine is available through county
health departments and private physicians. Last year, health departments in Kentucky administered more than 66,000 doses of flu vaccine at low cost, said Steve Weems, manager of the
state immunization program.
'More than 466,000 Kentuckians are 65 or older, which is the largest risk group for flu.
Everyone that age should be immunized, according to the state Department for Health Services. Younger people with chronic heart or lung disease and those with chronic kidney disease, diabetes or asthma also should be immunized, Chapman said.

request
Chumbler confession leads to Kariakis
life without chance of

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
man convicted a year ago of murdering a woman on a McCracken
County farm has filed a motion
for a new trial citing a signed
confession by the slain woman's
husband.
Charles Chumbler, who for
almost two years denied that he
was involved in the December
1990 murder of his wife, now
says he pulled the trigger. His
signed confession comes a year
after one of the most publicized
murder cases ever in McCracken
County.
When it ended on Oct. 30,
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safe and involves interviews with
neighbors, should be completed
by early next week.
The infant, born Sunday,
remained in good condition at
Norton Hospital and may be
released by this weekend, Hughes
said.
The 15-year-old girl who
allegedly placed her baby on her
mother's doorstep has been
charged with abandonment of a
minor and wanton endangerment.

OAK GROVE, Ky. (AP) —
The owner of a gun shop says he
has been questioned by investigators looking into the apparent
murder-suicide of three Fort
Campbell soldiers.
Ed Harris, owner of Pistol
Pete's, would not confirm a published report that one of the three
bought the murder weapon two
hours before the shooting.
The Nashville Banner, quoting
a source close to the investigation, reported Thursday that Spec.
Gregory Radcliff, 25, of Chicago,
bought the .357 Magnum at Pistol
Pete's just across U.S. 41A from
Fort Campbell.
There is no waiting period for
handgun purchases in Kentucky.
In Tennessee, a county sheriff or
local police chief must decide
within 15 days whether to
approve a handgun purchase.
Killed on the base Tuesday
afternoon were 1st Sgt. George
Brewster, 39, of Pinson, Ala., and
Sgt. Elijah T. Miller, 34, of
Rembert, S.C.. Authorities said
Radcliff then turned the gun on
himself.
Officials at the post that straddles the Tennessee-Kentucky line
said the weapon used in the
shootings was not governmentissued.
The Army has declined to give
an official reason for the shootings, which occurred in Brewster's office.
There have been published
reports that Radcliff was apparently upset over an incident that
occurred on a field exercise.
Memorial services will be held
Monday for the three soldiers, all
assigned to C Company, 3rd Battalion, 327th Infantry Regiment.
A non-religious ceremony for
the three will be held at 9 a.m. at
the post's Memorial Chapel, to be
followed by a Christian service at
9:45 a.m. for Brewster and Miller
and a Moslem service at 10:45
a.m. for Radcliff.
The services are open only to
family members and soldiers at
the post.
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lubricants with this
key ingredient.
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To run a first-rate business smoothly, you can't

Stilt].026.$50 Off.
NuffSaid.

afford second-rate lubrication. That's why we
stock Shell lubricants. Shell Oil Company
backs us up with unsurpassed technical support, such as their Product Information Center
hot line. What you wind up with is premium
quality and proven performance.
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Offer Expires Nov. 6, 1992
The 026 is part of a "new generation"of
ll you already own a Stihl product,you
saws,and is one of our brawniest models,built
didn't read past the headline. You're
for tough homeowner and professional use.
already hot-footing it to one of the dealers
But this offer is only good for a limited
listed below
owntime
about
dreamed
only
you've
But if
Hey where'd he go?
ing a Stihl, this ad is your dream ft.:filled
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Chestnut St.

Kentucky Lake
Oil Co., Inc.
Shell

South 4th St.
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ENDORSEMENT

Vote 'yes' on amendments
4

Rarely does a newspaper have the chance to make an
endorsement with as much confidence as we take in our
support of all three amendments to the Kentucky
Constitution.
The Ledger & Times believes in the purpose of each of
the amendments. They stand as an example of how well
our state government can work toward improving itself,
and we feel confident that the measures will gain voter
approval — that is, if the voters don't pass the amendment
questions by completely, or vote against the amendments
simply out of a resistance to change.
With that in mind, we urge all local voters to study the
amendment questions as carefully as your choices in the
individual political races, and we hope you will keep our
recommendations in mind and vote "yes" on all three
proposals.
The most complicated of the amendments is the second.
Amendment No. 2 contains nine parts, the most prominent
being one that would allow our governors (after Brereton
Jones) and other statewide officers to serve two successive
terms.
Kentucky is one of only four states that does not trust
its voters enough to allow them to either reject or re-elect
their governor. As the Louisville Courier-Journal noted in
a recent editorial, this results in "a perpetual governor's
race" with "too much time wasted on infighting and too
little time devoted to the state's problems."
Amendment No. 2 also will pair governor and lieutenant
governor candidates as a single ticket, a move which will
promote teamwork instead of the recently-witnessed bickering and backbiting between the state's top executive
officers. Amendment No. 2 also gives the governor and
the General Assembly the power to specify the duties of
the lieutenant governor, and removes the lieutenant governor from the position of President of the Kentucky Senate.
Amendment No. 2 would also allow the governor to
retain his powers while out of state. The lieutenant governor — who now assumes power whenever the governor
steps, swims or flies across the state boundaries — would
have that right only when the governor was unable to discharge his official duties. In case both the governor and
the lieutenant governor were incapacitated, Amendment
No. 2 provides for the passage of power to the Attorney
General, then to the Auditor (currently, power would go
first to the President Pro Tern of the Senate and then to the
Secretary of State.
Passage of Amendment No. 2 also abolishes two
unnecessary offices — the Register of Land Office and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, and would move all
elections except those for state constitutional offices to
even-numbered years, adding one year to the terms of all
officials regularly elected in 1993, one year y the terms of
all local officials elected in 1995, and subtracting one year
from the terms of circuit judges and court of appeals
judges in 1999.
Amendment No. 2 both modernizes and streamlines
Kentucky government.
Amendment No. 3 continues the modernization and
streamlining of our governmental structure by allowing the
governor to appoint the Commissioner of Agriculture, the
State Treasurer and the Secretary of State, and allows
them to be appointed for successive terms. It carries a provision that requires the Senate to approve all appointed,
non-elected state officers and members of boards of commissions, and eliminates the Railroad Commission, the
Register of Land Office and the Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
Amendment No. 1 — the bingo amendment — may
have been the most widely publicized and is probably the
one most assured of passage. Simply put, Amendment No.
1 permits charitable organizations to hold bingo games, if
the General Assembly passes laws to regulate them. In a
state known for horse racing and which now depends on
revenue from lottery sales, it is somewhat hypocritical to
force such charitable bingo games into a shadowland of
legality. Legalization and regulation of bingo games is
supported by charitable and civic groups throughout the
state, and any opposition to Amendment No. 1 has been
scattered and uncoordinated.
For that matter, we are aware of little opposition to any
of the three amendments, except the repeated — and solitary — campaign of John Stephenson, the current superintendent of public instruction whose powerless and
unnecessary position is at risk of being surgically removed
from the pursestrings of the state's taxpayers.
Stephenson's behavior since being elected to the office
— trying to sue for a raise and attempting to derail the
KERA reform movement — is one of the best reasons we
see to remove such officials from the public payroll
We urge all voters to consider each of the three amendments, and ask that they vote "yes" on each.
—Daniel T. Parker

Why are so many things blown
out of proportion? Why must a
simple mistake become a
"controversy"?
I read the AP wire at least six
days a week, and I see a world
worried about wars, about economics, about politics and about
simple survival. And when a
peaceful, pastoral little game can
provide a well-deserved break in
the midst of the madness, we
can't resist the urge to create
mountains out of molehills.
The World Series. Toronto
against Atlanta. The United
States Marine Corps color guard
displays the Canadian flag upside
down during the playing of the
two national anthems.
The next day, it's a controversy. Not just a controversy, but a
looming international incident.
That is, if you listened to the
sportscasters, both local and
national.
Somebody fill me in: is there a
large segment of the Canadian
population out there who believes
there was more to it than a stupid
mistake? Are the Mounties investigating a possible plot to ridicule
our neighbors to the north?
Give us a break. What was
worse, when the Series resumed
in Toronto for the next game, and
the flags were again displayed,
one of the TV gabmeisters —
right on top of the story, of
course — pointed out to the international audience that, this time,
the flag was right-side up. Yeah,
right — like there was some simmering doubt as to whether or not
the flagbearers had heard of the
previous mistake and were actu-

ally intelligent enough to make
sure they had the maple leaf
pointing up.
It's almost enough to make you
wish for a presidential debate to
watch. Or a medley of Sinead
O'Conehead's greatest hit.
• • • •
Speaking of politics, with the
race now in its final stages I'm
going to confess who I'm going
to vote for (Bill Clinton) and why
(George Bush).
Don't mistake me for a "yellow dog Democrat" -2- the name
of this column refers to the hand
I write with, not any political
inclinations. I'm certainly not a
big Bill Clinton fan, and if, as the
Republicans say, the question
really is "trust," then the answer
is "no one."
But as long as we're on the
subject of trust, I was also a
registered voter in 1988 when
George Bush told us he was
going to be the education president. When George Bush told us
he was going to be the environmental president. When George
Bush told us he wasn't going to
raise taxes. When George Bush
told us he was going to try to
make us a "kinder, gentler
nation."

He wasn't, he wasn't, he did,
and he most certainly did not.
Heck, he hasn't even found his
"thousand points of light" yet!
Bush and his backers will
blame everything on the Democratic Congress and the buzzword
of the year, "gridlock." There's
got to be some truth in that, I'm
all too willing to admit.
Despite the Democrats deserving some of the blame — heck,
let's give them equal credit — for
our national messes, I still can't
see rewarding Bush for failing in
the things he said he would do.
Where does Ross Perot enter
the picture? I do not admire Perot
for the mocke he has made of
selection process,
the —
presi
nor do I appreciate the way he's
proving that television plays too
large a part in people's lives and
in our political process. But I do
thank Perot for the way he has
spoken to the hearts of the public
and stirred the coals of voter
interest.
After the election, I believe
Perot will fade into the background, but I hope his grass roots
movement will continue as the
political watchdog agency they
hope to become — and I hope the
American electorate will continue

to stay interested in how the officials they've elected operate —
or fail to.
So, back to the Republicans. I
do not believe the problems our
nation is facing all appeared
within George Bush's administration; they've been looming for
some time. And we've had Republican presidents for 20 of the
past 24 years.
And I would continue to support Republican candidates if the
Democrats were continuing to
hoist such material as Fritz Mondale, George McGovern and
Michael Dukakis as their
candidates.
But with a "moderate" ticket of
Clinton and Al Gore Jr., and as
opposed to Bush and Dan Quayle, I feel it's time to give the
Democrats their chance — a
chance — in the White House
again. And if they don't fix the
problem,- we boa them Out of the
White House and off Capitol Hill
in '96, and install a Republican
president and a Republican
Congress.
The main thing I can do —
which is the same thing any other
eligible voter can do — is to
vote, and to watch. And if we
don't like what we see, we tell
our elected representatives. And
if they don't change, we work to
get them out.
That's the democratic process.
That's the only way it works.
Once the politicians realize we're
watching — and realize we're
going to do something about
what we're seeing — they'll start
taking care of business. Or getting out of it.
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Let Phil and Oprah do it
That was no debate last Thursday
night between the presidential candidates. That was the triumph of the
talk show format over substantive
political discourse. Oprah Winfrey
and Phil Donahue should sue for the
hijacking of their format
ABCs Carole Simpson, the moderator, let some of ha biases slip
when she called on President Bush
to respond to a question from the
amateur interrogators in the audience. "The education president?"
she labeled Bush. The equivalent
for Perot would have been,
"Shorty?" — but she said of him,
"You usually do have all the answers." Simpson demonstrated only
cordiality to Bill Clinton.
The questioners seemed uncomfortable with the format and with
asking questions, just as Adm.
James Stockdak did during the vice
presidential debate Tuesday night.
They embarrassed themselves and
we heard nothing that might help the
undecided* make up their minds or
change the dynamic of the race.
Perhaps the most inane question
of the evening (it's a close contest)
came from a person who asked,
-We're not under oath at this point,
but could you make a commitment
to the citizens of the United &JUGS
meet our needs?"
President Bush should have said.

-I think what is needed is for more
people like yourself to first ask what
you can do to meet your own needs,

your family's needs. Government
shouldn't be a first resource, but a
last resort The social revolution of

All letters dealing with election topics
must be in our office by noon Thursday.
Oct. 29. Please follow style and length
guidelines as described below.

Just drop us a line ...
iteaders and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor, We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the Billowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced it possible ste should be cbics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledrr & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers
Letters should be addressed to; Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger

& nom P.O. Bat 1040, Mu*, KY 42071.

the last 30 years has caused a
breakup of the family, the most
important building block of society.
Family breakup is the leading cause
of poverty, especially for children.
It leaves women mostly worse off
economically than men. It severely
impacts the emotional development
of children. No President, no government, can put families back
together again."
Unfortunately, President Bush
was not fast enough on his feet,
responding instead, 1 think it depends on how you define it," and
then he failed to define "it."
On-the-job training is as bad for
Presidents as it is for debate formats.
It is good that we appear to have
broken away from the rigid structures of the past, but these experiments in the final weeks of the
campaign are not serving us well.
Four years from now, how about
a round table and a moderator with
interaction allowed between candidates? The moderator would act
only as a referee, deciding when a
topic has been exhausted and when
followup is needed. Otherwise, why
not just have Oprah or Phil do it?
They've been at it a lot longer than
Carole Simpson nod their audiesess
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LEAF PICKUP

Six MSU faculty to teach in England
programs will be accepted until contributions of major British comMarch 22, 1993. More information posers to music literature, through
and application guidelines are avail- recorded examples of British music
able from Cella or Dr. Gary Hunt, styles as well as visits to composers'
Dean of the College of Fine Arts and homes, concert hall, museums and
cathedrals.
Communication.
—Dr. Gene Garfield, associate
The Celtic Program, which will
be based in Dublin and Glasgow, professor of political science, will
will include classes taught by two teach Political Science 551, "Government and Politics of Great BriMurray State faculty.
—Dr. Bill Payne, assistant to the tain and Western Europe." The
vice president of academic and course will examine governmental
student affairs, will teach Agricul- institutions and political processes
ture 551, "Comparative Agribusi- with special emphasis on the United
ness: The United States and the Kingdom, France and West GerBritish Isles." The course will con- many. In addition to lectures and
centrate on the input and process- discussions, class sessions will proing-manufacturing sectors of inter- vide opportunities to meet individunational agriculture industries. De- als actively involved in British
signed for students planning a politics.
Participants in the summer Lonmanagement career in agribusiness,
of
ns
compariso
don Program will study and reside at
sessions will feature
U.S. and Irish/Scottish practices in King's College, Kensington, in the
farm supply, grain storage, feed center of the city. The program,
dealerships, machinery retailing which costs $3,295,includes roundtrip air travel from Nashville, acand food prwitssing.
—Judy Payne,an instructor in the commodations and continental
department of home economics, breakfasts,a 22-day BritRail pass, a
will teach Home Economics 597, London City Tour, excursions to
"Culture and Cuisine of Ireland and Stonehenge and Salisbury or Bath
Scotland." Focusing on the cus- and a one-month London undertoms, lifestyles, work and food ground and bus pass.
habits of Ireland and Scotland, the
course will incorporate field trips to
manufacturing and processing facilities, food fairs, restaurants and
museums.
The Celtic Program, which costs
$2,995,includes round-trip international airfare, transportation from
Dublin to Glasgow, bed and breakfast accommodations and several
excursions.
During the five-week summer
London Program, Dr. Kenneth
Tucker, professor of English, will
Students can receive three hours teach English 548, "Shakespeare
of university credit for each course and His World." The course will
taken in the CCSB programs. Both establish the context of the Elipart-time and full-time students are zabethan world and the social,
eligible to participate. Continuing moral and theological issaos of the
education credit can be arranged for era, centering interest on Shakesalumni and other adults not enrolled peare among several important auas university students.
thors of the age. Students will
"Each of the CCSB programs participate in field trips to historical
offers a remarkable opportunity to sites such as Stratford-Upon-Avon,
earn credit while experiencing the the Tower of London and Westminculture and resources of England, ster Abbey.
Scotland and Ireland," said Dr. Ron
Also teaching in the summer
Cella, chairman of the Department London program are:
of English."We are honored to have
—Dr.John C. Dressler, assistant
Music
six Murray State faculty members professor of music, will teach
British
of
Heritage
"The
550,
chosen to participate."
the
Applications for the two summer Music." The course will analyze

Six Murray State University faculty members have been chosen to
teach in Scotland, England and
Ireland by the Cooperative Center
for Study in Britain (CCSB), a
Kentucky-based consortium of universities conducting study programs in Great Britain and Ireland.
Programs include a London
Winter Break session, Dec. 26,
1992-Jan. 10, 1993: a Celtic program, June 8-July 5, 1993; and a
summer London program, July 5Aug. 9, 1993.
Dr. Dannie Harrison, Assistant
Dean of the MSU College of Business and Public Affairs, will teach
"Business and Public Affairs 595,
International Business" in the London Winter Break program. Featuring "Europe 1992: A Closer Look,"
the course will examine the anticipated benefits, costs and obstacles
to Europe 1992, as well as the
problems and decisions confronting
U.S. managers in the Europe 1992
environment.
The course will incorporate onsite seminars at the Bank of England, Barclay's Bank, Lloyds of
London and the London Financial
Futures Exchange.
The 1992 London term costs
$1,895, which includes round-trip
air travel from Nashville, accommodations in a four-star central
London hotel, continental breakfasts and a one-week and underground pass for the city of London.
Students applying for the London
winter program will be selected by
the end of October. Anyone interested in applying should contact
Harrison immediately at(502)7624187.
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Murray State awarded $3.4
million in grant funding
In the past year Murray State
University has been awarded over
$3.4 million in grant funds. According to Dr. Allan Beane, interim
director of MSU's office of sponsored programs, that figure represents a 56 percent success rate.
More than one-half of proposals
submitted to external agencies by
Murray State faculty and staff were
funded.
Dr. James L. Booth, provost and
vice president for academic affairs,
summed up the importance of external funding to the university. "In
times of budget decrements, and
when it appears those kinds of
circumstances will continue, the
office of sponsored programs becomes even more vital to the mission of the university," Booth said.
Beane explained that his office
intends to become even more aggressive in seeking grant dollars. A
wide range of services have been
implemented which include involvement from pre-proposal contacts through follow-up activities.
The staff of sponsored programs
plans to assist grant-seekers in a
variety of ways. Grant application
materials are kept on hand and
notices of proposal deadlines are
sent out on campus. The office will
also keep a database of not only
faculty interest profiles, but granting agencies.
According to Beane "webbing"
plays an important part in successful
grant seeking. "If we are submitting
a grant proposal to an agency, it is
helpful to establish a connection
with that agency," Beane said. That
can be either a person in the agency
who can tell the grant writer exactly
which ideas the agency is interested
in, or someone who has worked
with that agency on another
occasion.
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Murray Public Works and Utilities plans to begin leaf pick up
Nov. 9.
The first area to be picked up
will be north of Main Street to
the northern city limits, working
east to west.
On Nov. 23, leaf pick up will
begin on the south side of Main
Street to the southern city limits,
working west to east.
The entire city will be covered
twice to insure that all leaves are
picked up. Officials ask residents
not to rake leaves into the street,
street gutters or over water
meters.
Leaves should be raked two or
three feet from the street curb.
Bagged leaves should be placed
at the curb side or may be
dropped off at the former city
park located on Chestnut Street
where an area will be designated
at the graveled area by the ball
fields.
Bagged leaves may be dropped
off at the area beginning Oct. 23
and will be accepted through
Dec. 7.
No brush or tree trimmings
will be picked up by the leaf
crew this fall. For an estimate of
cost for brush pick up, call
762-0330.

clq- 13
110
rig

And g .t

Future services of the office will
include campus visits by grant
agency representatives and workshops to aid grant writers, Beane
noted.
Beane said that grant tracking is a
function of his office he wants to
emphasize. He believes that showing an interest by calling to check on
a submitted proposal is very valuable. "Actually," he said, "a grant
seeker increases his chances of
funding by 300 percent if he calls
the agency before submitting the
proposal."
He stressed that two important
factors for grant seekers to remember are fitting their grant ideas to the
interests of the agency, and that
grants should enhance the mission
of the university either in teaching,
service or research.
For example, in 1991-92,
$115,000 in grant funds was used to
employ graduate assistants. Beane
said he believes that is significant in
that some students might not be able
to attend graduate school if they did
not have an assistantship. Some
Limes a grant enables the university
to purchase needed equipment or
offer a service in the region.
And with an eye on the university's mission statement and past
budget cuts,Beane said,"We would
like to increase the number of
proposals we submit. It's very encouraging to me that we have a
number of faculty who are interested in this and have contacted our
office."
Booth said he is also pk-sise.d by
faculty interest in grant proposal
submission and believes that the
success of sponsored programs is
not measured only by dollars, but by
the involvement of faculty. "I believe it's a positive experience for
them," Booth said.

%
All rogular-prio4e
morchandliss.
Apply for a JOPonnoy
chargo account and
riecOrillif, your shopping
spins° cetritifiicalt. Now
through NovreornI3or
•

If you already have a JCPenney charge account, you
can still cash in on 25% savings throughout our
store with your shopping spree coupon.
But hurry, offer expires on November 11 1992.
Ask a sales associate for details.

d
Discount applies only to regular-price merchandise and Is limite
JCPermey store stock on hand. Not for use in Cosmetics
Department or in combination with any other coupon.

!lewdly prices are offering prices only,
Sales may or may not have been Made* Moder price.
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Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
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Sat.
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Phone:
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79)-4000
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MURRAY TODAY
MSU Women's Society
announces special events
The Murray State University
Women's Society began its fall
activities on Aug. 23 with a Welcoming Tea at Oakhurst with
Charlene Kurth as hostess.
Mrs. Kurth, wife of MSU President Ronald Kurth, Jennifer
Young, MSU Women's Society
president, Myra Yates, vice president, Nancy Jeclan, secretary,
Ellen Harrell, treasurer, and Carol Bylaska, social chairman,
greeted new members and old
friends.
On Sept. 23, the annual salad
supper was held at the home of
Myra Yates with approximately
65 members in attendance.
Following the meal and the
awarding of door prizes, a short
business meeting was held.
Events such as the Tent City/
Homecoming Booth, monthly
luncheons (usually the first
Thursday of each month), Cookie
Exchange at the home of Vicki
Jones, Chili Supper, Spring
Brunch Mad Hatter at Oakhurst,
and Tartan Ball were discussed.
From the beverage sales of
homecoming, approximately $100
was collected. The members will
decide which group/groups
should receive the funds.
A special thank you was
extended to Dr. Vi Miller, dean
of Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach, for
allowing the MSU Women's Society to share their tent at
Homecoming.
Persons who have not paid
their dues for year are asked to
mail their 55 to Ellen Harrell,
801 Doran Rd., Murray, Ky.
42071. Also, if you have not
received notices of upcoming

events, call one of the society
officers as addresses or phone
numbers may be incorrect. They
are Jennifer, 753-6385, Myra,
753-2113, or Carol, 762-2999.
There are interest groups such
as Sip-N-Sew, Tennis/Aerobics,
and Bridge. Chairs and co-chairs
are still needed to lead some of
the groups and interested persons
may call Carol Bylaska or Myra
Yates.
Rose Carpenter and Anita Folson will bo co-chairs for the SipN-Sew Group and the monthly
luncheons.
"We appreciate Mrs. Kurth's
hospitality with MSU Women's
Society events at Oakhurst and
Vicki Jones for opening her home
at 714 Main St., for the Cookie
Exchange to be Saturday, Dec.
12, from 10 a.m. to noon," said
Myra Yates, vice president of
MSU Society.
Other coming events will
include monthly luncheons each
first Thursday of the month, Chili
Supper with time and location to
be announced; Spring Brunch
Mad Hatter at Oakhurst on Saturday. March 27; Tartan Ball at
Curns Center Ballroom on Saturday. Apnl 24.

SERVICE NOTES

A-1 GUTTERS

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Youth (Grades 7-12) and the College-Career Class of Westside Baptist Church will be trick-or-treating for Need Line on Sunday,
Oct. 25, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. They will be going to various homes in
Gatesborough Subdivision and the areas surrounding the subdivision
asking for canned goods and other non-perishable items to be donated
to Need Line. The group asks for the public in these areas to please
support this project by donating an item when contacted, a church
member said.

Parent-Teacher Conferences planned

Karen Guthrie and Mayor Bill Cherry

Local AARP Chapter meets
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
spoke at the September meeting
of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of
Retired Persons held at Holiday
Inn.
The mayor discussed the new
traffic safety program, the transportation plan for the city, the
new D.A.R.E. program, the addition of cost to the telephone bill
for the 911 service, the construcuon of the new water plant on
U.S. Highway 641 by the Gantt
farm, sewer plant construction,
land fill needs of the city, and
other work and projects for the
city.
A question and answer period
followed Cherry's talk.
Karen Guthrie, coordinator for
program of Continuing Education
Program at Murray State University, discussed plans for a special
series of AARP lectures on
"Learning In Retirement"
planned at MSU.
These will include programs on

"What To Do With What You've
Got," "Policy Wise: Insurance
Decisions for Older Consumers."
"Medicare: What it Covers, What
it Doesn't," "Your Future - Who
Decides?" and "It's Your Choice:
A Consumer Education Program
on Funeral Planning."
For more information about the
programs, persons may call
Guthrie at 762-2187.
Robert Hendon, president,
presided. Reports were given by
Orvis Brinn and Ann Page. Charles Cooper was introduced as a
new member.
The chapter will meet Tuesday.
Oct. 27, at noon at Mayflower
Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Joan
Cap of South Central Bell Telephone Co. will discuss "New
Telephone Service."
All members are urged to
attend, and all interested persons
are invited to attend. If unable to
come for lunch, persons may
come for the meeting about 12:15
p.m., Hendon said.

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020
R
THEATRES
•

"Pure Country"

(PG)

7:00
0:15

'Under Siege'

110
330
7:11
920

(R)

aMeam
Samuel E. Fayard
Airman Samuel E. Fayard has
graduated from Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
During the six weeks of training. Fayard studied Air Force
mission, organization and customs and received special training in human relations.
In addition, Fayard earned credits toward an associate degree
by completing basic training
through the Community College
of the Air Force.
Fayard, a 1992 graduate of
Grace Baptist High School,
Madisonville, is the son of the
Rev. and Mrs. Cecil Fayard of
Rt. 8, Murray.

(PG)

3:36
700
11:10

"Co:luting Adults"
(R)

"Last of the
Mohicans" (.11)

Single Too will have events on Saturday, Oct. 24, and Monday, Oct. 26.
The group will meet at 2 p.m. at University Church of Christ parking lot to go
to Rodney Warren home on the lake in Woodlawn, Tenn., for an afternoon
fall walk. A potluck supper, music and games will be featured. On Monday
the group will meet at 7 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant for program by Rodney
and Mitz Key on 'Tropic' from Key Auto Parts and Cars and on 'Home' from
Terry Paint Interior Center. This is a support gorup for all ages of men and
women who have never been married, or are divorced, separated or
widowed. For information call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly,
435-4228.

Republican meeting on Monday
A meeting of Calloway County Republican Party will be Monday, Oct. 26,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This will be the last meeting
before the November General Election. The public is urged to attend, said
Homer Bullard, who may called at 759-1837 for more information.

Hospital retirees will meet Monday
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, Oct. 26,
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This is for all retirees and for any persons who
have ever worked at the hospital. This event has been changed to the last
Monday night of the month. For more information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon.

Janie Renee Morrison, nursing assistant at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, underwent surgery for an aneurysm at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on Wednesday. She has a son, Nathan, 4. Friends of Ms. Morrison
have started a fund especially to pay for her insurance to keep it in service
at Peoples Bank, downtown branch. Persons may donate to the fund at the
bank.

Murray Elementary event Oct. 27
The annual Fall Festival of Murray Elementary Schools, sponsored by
Parent-Teacher Organization, will be Tuesday, Oct. 27, from 5 to 8 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock Exposition Center on College Farm Road.
Events will include a Cake Walk, Frankenstein First-Aid, The Great Goblin
Giveaway, Face Painting, Game booths, Haunted House, and others. The
public is urged to attend this special event.

'Janus Sunday' at St. John's
In celebration of the 37th anniversary of its founding as a congregation,
St. John's Episcopal Church is inviting all past and present members and
friends to a day of looking back and looking ahead' on Sunday, Oct. 25.
This special homecoming will be an opportunity to worship in the new
church building dedicated in March, to see old friends, remember the past,
and to share hopes for the future. A potluck lunch, prepared by church
members, will follow the 10:30 a.m. service with scrapbooks, photos and
letters on display. Everyone in the community is invited to attend, a church
member said.

Ferguson Springs plans event
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church, located on Highway 80, seven miles
east of Hardin, will celebrate 'Old Fashion Day' on Sunday, Oct. 25. The
Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. Following the service, a potluck meal will be served. Other activities will be featured. A gospel singing
featuring Peace from Wickliffe will conclude the day's activities at 3:30 p.m.
The public is invited to attend. Members are asked to dress in 'old fashion'
clothes.

THERiALINE

1:30
3:30
710
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Replacement
Windows

3:46
7:11
*30

Vinyl Siding

and
Why pay high prices from
out of state? You can have
clean,
beautiful,
easy
energy-saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right now,

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Bargain Night
is
Thursday Night!

Call
•

Single Too plans events

Morrison fund started at bank

Save Now

1:so
"Mighty Ducks"

The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Oct. 26, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Emily Wolfson will be the leader of
the discussion of the book, The Death of Ivan Ilych by Tolstoy. Any person
who has read the book is invited to take part in the discussion.

Monday Ladies' Tennis League of Murray Country Club will play Monday.
Oct. 26, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows: Court I —
Kelly Doran, Laura Pitman, Norma Frank and Beverly Wright; Court II —
Leisa Faughn, Elaine Edgar, Nancy Haverstock and Gayle Foster. A substitute will be Ellen Harrell.

(Cc•rnmercial & Residential)

120

Adult Great Books will meet

Ladies Tennis play on Monday

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters

asap Malt IN

Parent-Teacher Conferences at Calloway County High School will be
Tuesday. Oct. 27, from 3:15 to 6:15 p.m. No appointment will be necessary.
Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all parents and guardians of students enrolled
at CCHS to come for conferences with the teachers on Tuesday.

759-4433

Free Estimates
Financing Available

Pi

Opi.n 11:.,m I., in prn

ALL

FALL JEWELRY

LDS Church plans open house

Meredith Howe

Howe named candidate
Meredith Howe, a senior from Murray, is one of the 16 candidates
for Homecoming Queen at Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green.
A 1989 graduate of Murray High School, she is a middle grades
education major. She is being sponsored by Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
Howe is a Spirit Master, secretary of Student Alumni Association,
house chairman of Alpha Gamma Delta, and a member of Golden Key
National Honor Society and WKU Middle School Association.
The 10 finalists will be announced during Big Red's Roar in the
Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center Amphitheater at 7 p.m. tonight (Friday).
Following interviews Saturday morning, the Homecoming Queen
will be chosen and presented with her court at half-time of the football
game that night.

a rid

FASII I(')\ .\('( 11:ORIES

25%
Pier 1

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 700 P.M.
Early Birds At 630
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

An open house will be at Murray Branch Chapel of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints at 520 South 16th St., Murray, on Sunday, Oct.
25, from 7 to 8 p.m. The open house will feature a special video just
released that focuses on how families can find peace and happiness. 'This
will be an opportunity to see what the church has to offer individuals and
families with our youth programs scouting, women's organization and primary,' a church member said. Other displays will include genealogy, temples,
and emergency preparedness.

Ladies Night Out Tuesday
Ladies Night Out will be at Murray Country Club on Tuesday. Oct. 27. A
social hour will start at 6 p.m. Dinner including baked potato bvar, homemade vegetable soup and dessert will be served at 7 p.m. The dinner cost
will be $5.50 per person. Reservations should be made by Monday, Oct. 26,
by calling Suzy Wilkerson, 753-6113.

Day of Recollection Planned
A Day of Recollection at St. Leo's Catholic Church will be Tuesday, Oct.
27. The Rev. Richard Cash will be the spiritual director for the day. The day
will begin with the Celebration of the Holy Eucharist at 9 a.m. and close with
the benediction at 2 p.m. Men and women are welcome to attend a part or
all of the activities throughout the day. Each one should bring a Bible. Lunch
will be provided. For information call 753-3876.

Poplar Spring plans two services
Poplar Spring Baptist Church will begin holding an additional Sunday service on Oct. 26. Th. morning Sirvic•S will be at 8 30 and 11 a.m. with the
waning sorvico at 6 p.m. The Rev. Dennis Norvoll is pastor and Mark Hardi-

son is music director.

Blood River WMU will meet
The quarterly mooting of Woman's Missionary Union of Blood River Bapbst Association wiN be Monday, Oct. 26, at 7 p.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
Goad% U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray. A special program has been
are invited to attend
planned and all woman of the if

th.
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CALENDAR
Friday, Oct. 23

Saturday, Oct. 24

Murray High School Tigers play
football game at Heath High
School/7:30 p.m.

Timed Event Classic of barrel
racing, team roping and calf
roping/I0 a.m./West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission free.

Calloway County High School
Lakers host Paducah Tilghman in
football game at Jack Rose
Stadium/7:30 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon/open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

AA/8 p.m./American Legion Hall/
Murray. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

was
NEW PASTOR - The Rev. Roy L. Salentine of Rt. 3, Murray,
of
pastor
be
to
Fellowship
Ministers
al
Internation
the
ordained by
temporary
the
at
22
The New Hope Full Gospel Church, on Sept.
a.m.
location of the church on Rt. 3, Murray. Services are at 11
p.m. on
and 7 p.m. and Sunday School at 10 a.m. on Sunday and 7
Thursday. Pictured at right is Rev. Balentine's wife, OdeIle.

MURRAY
TODAY

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St.,/open 6-11 p.m.
Info1753-TEEN.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11
p.m. Info/753-TEEN.

Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.

National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Homeplace Wedding/2-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Earth, The
Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Visitor Center; Live
Snakes/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2
p.m., Red Wolves and Coyotes/3
p.m., and Hawks/4 p.m./Nature
Center; West Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers Clubf7 p.m./Golden
Pond Planetarium. Youth Quota
begins.
Deer
Hunt
Info/1-924-5602.

Pre-workshop planning/(Singles
Ministry)/7:30 p.m./First Christian
Church.

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

"Asphalt Jungle", a 1950 American classic film/7:30 p.m./Curris
Center Theater, Murray State University. Admission free.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce to go to a dance at Mayfield. Info/Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

yvunG -otheart. Inc.
Children's Fashions,
Pre-teens, Boys sizes up to 20
Murray City
Menus for the various luncity
and
chrooms in the county
Robertson
schools for the week of Oct. 26
Breakfast
to 31 have been released by JoanMonday • Poptart, Tuesday - cinnaJackson,
Willie
and
na Adams
mon toast; Wednesday - Honey bun;
food service directors for Callo- Thursday - sausage and biscuits; Friway County and Murray City day - donut. Cereal, toast, fruit juice or
milk are available daily.
Schools respectively.
Lunch
The menus, subject to occaMonday - hamburger, chicken patty
follows:
as
sional change, are
sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, barbecue
beef sandwich; Wednesday - meat
loaf and rolls, hot dog; Thursday Calloway County
hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich,
Friday - pizza, Chuckwagon sandwich.
East, North, Southwest
Fruits, vegetables, juice and milk are
Breakfast
daily.
Monday - egg and cheese in pita available
Carter
bisand
sausage
pocket; Tuesday Breakfast
cuit; Wednesday - donut; Thursday Monday - panckaes and syrup,
breakfast pizza; Friday - chicken fritter
and cheese wiEnglish
on biscuit. Milk, juice, cereal and toast Tuesday - ham
muffin; Wednesday - strawberry rolare available daily.
lups; Thursday - sausage and biscuit;
Lunch
- donut. Cereal, toast, fruit
Monday - chicken nuggets, pizza- Friday
milk are available daily.
and
Juice
burger, Tuesday - cheesy burrito,
Lunch
hamburger; Wednesday - pizza, fish
Monday - hamburger, egg and
sandwich w/beans; Thursday - vegetomelet on bun, Tuesday - pizable soup w/grilled cheese or pimento cheese
and cheese sandwich; Wedham
za,
lunch
cheese sandwich; Friday - sack
- beefaroni wicorn bread,
- hot dog, peanut butter and jelly sand- nesday
sandwich; Thursday wich. Fruits, vegetables, fries, peanut Sloppy Joe
nuggets, Chuckwagon sandbutter/jelly and grilled cheese sandwi- chicken
Friday - sack lunch - hot dog, or
ches, desserts, milk and fruit drink are wich;
butter and jelly sandwich.
peanut
available daily.
juice and milk are
vegetables,
Fruits,
Calloway Middle
available daily.
Breakfast
Murray Middle
Monday - donut; Tuesday - sausBreakfast
age and biscuit; Wednesday - cinnaFrench toast sticks,
Monday
and
sausage
mon roll; Thursday
Wednesday biscuit; Friday - ham and cheese bis- Tuesday - Poptarts;
- sausage,
cuit. Cereal, juice and milk are avail- Honey buns; Thursday
eggs, biscuit; Friday - donuts. Cinnaable daily.
mon toast, cereal, assorted juices and
Lunch
milk are available daily.
grilled
crackers,
and
Monday - chili
Lunch
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - oven
Monday - chicken fried steak, barfried chicken, cheeseburger; WednesTuesday - fiestada,
day - lasagna, deli turkey sandwich, becue sandwich;
sandwich; Wednescheese
and
ham
cheese
and
fish
pizza,
Thursday
corn dogs,
w/rolls,
lasagna
day
sublunch
sandwich; Friday - sack
sandwich,
marine sandwich, hot dog. Fruits, veg- Thursday - Chuckwagon
Friday - foot long
etables, salad bar, milk and fruit drinks roast beef sandwich;
hot dog, corn dog. Fruits, vegetables,
are available daily.
pizza, fries, hamburgers, cheeseburCalloway High
fruit drink and milk are available
gers,
Breakfast
daily.
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Murray High
Tuesday - egg and cheese soft shell
Breakfast
taco, Wednesday • pancakes with
Monday - pancake roll-up, Tuesday
Link sausage; Thursday - ham and
toast sticks; Wednesday cheese biscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll. - French
biscuit, Thursday - egg
and
sausage
Cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and milk are
and muffin; Friday - cinnamon rolls.
available daily.
Cereal, cinnamon toast, assorted
Lunch
daily.
Monday - taco salad, vegetable juices and milk are available
Lunch
plate, Tuesday - sweet and sour
Monday - turkey melt, chili crispichicken with egg roll, two-ter burgers:
chickWednesday - chili/cheese potato, toes, Tuesday - sweet and sour
baked potato plate; Thursday - ham en over rice, roast beef sandwich;
w/French
and cheese stromboli, pizzaburger, Wednesday - spaghetti
Friday - lasagna, grilled chicken plate. bread, chicken fried steak; Thursday
sandwich; Friham
w/sandwich,
chili
pizza,
line,
lean
and
lite
bar,
Salad
hamburger, cheeseburger, deli line, day - chili dog, French bread pizza.
pizza,
fruits, vegetables, milk and fruit drinks Hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
French fries, assorted fruits, nachos,
are available daily.
vegetables, fruit juice and milk are
available daily.

408 South 12th Street
753-0005
Sizes Infant thru 11
(Hwy. 641) Murray, Ky.

ALL

N
HALLOWEE
REDUCED

Sunday, Oct. 25
Central Time starts today. Run
clocks back one hour.

North Calloway Elementary
School Fall Festival/6-9 p.m.
with cafeteria to open at 5 p.m.

Symphonic Wind Ensemble/2
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission free.

Saturday, Oct. 24
Daylight Saving Time ends
tonight. Set clocks back one hour
before going to bed.

Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/Chamber of Commerce
building to go to Solomon wedding at Dawson Springs. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
75300224.

Southwest Calloway Elementary
School Fall Festival/10 a.m.-2
p.m./school.

AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m./American Legion Building,
and
Sixth
South
Maple/Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Mr. and Mrs. Willie D.
Brown/50th anniversary
celebration/2-5 p.m./National
Guard Armory, Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
1nfo/753-0086 or 753-7046.

Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/meet 1 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce to go to Land
Between the Lakes. Info/Pamela.
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Oxen Training/2-4
p.m./Homeplace; Live Snakes
and Turtles/1 p.m., Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves and
Coyotes/3 p.m., and Hawks/4
p.m./Nature Center; Earth, The
Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Visitors Center. Youth Quota Deer Hunt closes.
Info/1-924-5602.

YMCA Family Night/5:30
p.m./Weaks Community Center.
Scarbrough Family Reunion/
noon/Paris Landing State Park
Inn.
"Octoberrest"/2-8 p.m./Knights
of Columbus Building. Public
invited.

'the Place To Discover
University Plaza — On Chestnut

Louisville Post Office DepartMary Alice Morris and Martha
ment; W. Larry Howell, manager/
Gore have retired as of Oct. 1
at Evansville, Ind.;
postmaster
the
of
Branch
from the Hardin
and John Grayson, overall coordiU.S. Post Office.
nator for area post offices in the
Morris has worked for the
420
zip code area.
in
all
1969,
since
service
postal
The Hardin Post Office is one
the Hardin office. She was promof the higher grade offices in the
oted from clerk to officer-in area with a large volume of mail.
charge in 1971. She received her
The Hardin rural route includes a
appointment to postmaster in
large portion of the Kentucky
1972.
Lake area businesses, along with
Gore began her work with the
the many businesses in the Hardand
Hardin Post Office in 1972
in area.
Morris
with
closely
worked
has
since that time.
Morris and her husband, RayOn their last day at the Hardin
mond Morris, plan to travel some
Post Office, Morris and Gore
were honored with flowers, cards, after her retirement. An immediate trip is their attendance at the
presents and snack items throughNational Postal Convention in
out the day by customers, friends
Vegas, Nev., this month.
Las
and business contacts.
Gore, wife of the late Joe
A special reception for Morris
Gore, plans to spend time with
and Gore was held Sunday afterher family and friends and pursuComHardin
the
noon, Oct. 4, at
ing her hobbies and other
munity Center by friends and
interests.
family.
Morris and Gore said they
ExecuJudge
County
Marshall
appreciated "having had the
tive Mike Miller presented speopportunity to serve the people of
cial certificates to Morris and
the Hardin area and enjoyed the
were
officials
postal
Other
Gore.
and contacts with the
fellowship
in attendance.
at the post office
customers
14,
Oct.
On Wednesday,
located in downtown Hardin."
Martha McKenzie, new officerMcKenzie will now be assisted
in-charge at Hardin Post Office,
the Hardin Post Office by Patat
with
Gore
and
presented Morris
sy Burkeen Black who has taken
special certificates from James
over Gore's post as clerk.
Syers, general manager of the
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Sale Begins Tomorrow through Friday
Oct. 30, 1992

Two Piece Men's
1st Quality Suits
Only $98
Reg. $124.50

and $129.50

plus...Make-A-Suit

contraceptive

Norplant/9:30 a.m. and 11
a.m./third floor classroom/
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Murray High School events
include Girls Soccer Team hosts
Henderson County; Band at
Heath Contest.
Murray State University Invitational Rifle Match/8 a.m./Room
230, Stewart Stadium,
Ohio Valley History
Conference/9 a.m.-5 p.m./Curris
Center, Murray State University.

McCrory girl
born Sept. 30
Morgan Paige McCrory
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Scott
McCrory of Benton are the
parents of a daughter, Morgan
Paige McCrory, born on Wednesday, Sept. 30, at 1:57 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Tjte baby weighed seven
pounds 20 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Telesa Lawrence. Grandparents are Max and Martha Lou
Lawrence and Dr. Robert and
Linda McCrory, all of Benton.

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCYinc
Would like to welcome
Jeanne Orr, of Murray,
to our staff.
Jeanne brings with her a vast
knowledge of the travel industry.

MERCHANDISE NOW

Two Locations:

25%
Pie1,1

Morris and Gore retire

National Scouting Museum/
open 12:30-4:30 p.m.

Youth Fall Festival of First Baptist Church scheduled has been
postponed.

Programs on

Mary Alice Morris, retiring postmaster, left, and Martha Gore,
retiring clerk, right, receive retirement certificates from national
postal officials from Martha McKenzie, officer-in-charge now at
Hardin Post Office.

leF.4k0
Ws,

$98

Pick a Suitcoat $74
Add a Slack
$25

Reg. $80
Reg. $30

If you wear a 42 Reg. Suiteoat and have a size
32 waist, 38 waist or 40 waist etc.

WE CAN FIT YOU!
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Wholesale Stores, Inc.7
Mayfield, Hy

17 S. 7th St.

247-275

Do You Think Al!
Fine Jewelry Is Just
TOO EXPENSIVE?
Shop Ward's Leather
& Jewelry
And Be Surprised!
_
We offer a wonderful selection 01 10 & 14K gold
and precious stones at very affordable prices.

10& 14K Gold

Cluster Ring

Chains
Save

1 Ct.

50% to 70%

$420w
Tennis Bracelet

Over Suggested Retell

502 Maple St.
Murray
1-800-592-3017
753-4646
101 S. 7th St.

Street

Mayfield
247-8747

920 S. 12th,

B&-Alr Center 759-1616

Mon.-Fr1. 10-8, Sot. 10-4
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Missionary to Japan will
speak at church Sunday
The Rev. Joseph Stroud, missionary to Japan, will be a special
guest of First United Methodist
Church, Murray, on Sunday, Oct.
25.
He will speak at both 8:30 and
10:50 a.m. worship services. Also
during the Sunday School hour,
he will speak informally about
his work in Japan in the sanctuary of the church for those
interested.
This mission study on Japan,
sponsored by the United Methodist Church Women, will continue
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday at the
church.
The study session by the Rev.
Joe Stroud will follow a potluck
supper at 5:30 p.m.
Recognition for the mission
study will be possible by other
United Methodist Women units
from the Paris District attending
this mission study.
Rev. Stroud is a United
Methodist missionary serving
with the United Church of Christ
in Japan. He and his wife. Keiko,
work in Shikoku Conference
where they are cooperating

759-4960

753.1955

753-7591

LI9101MrOP

In Gloss
or Semi-Gloss

Jacques and Johanna Vernaud

Vernaud will be speaker

CLEAR
WOOD
FINISH
Crystal Clear.
Dries In 30 mlnutes.
Seals and finishes interior wood — furniture (baby safe).
cupboards, paneling, etc Won't yellow or darken with age
Doesn't brush mark Alcohol, fruit juice and water resistant (3
coats). Easy touch up Won't skin over or harden in can

Coast to Coast
Central Shopping Center
753-8604
Open 7 Days A Week To Serve You!

The Rev. Jacques Vernaud.
Assemblies of God missionary to
Zaire, will be the featured speaker at First Assembly of God,
Highway 94 East, Murray.
He will speak at 6 p.m. on
Sunday, Oct. 25, according to the
Rev. Jerry Hendley, pastor.
One of the largest nations in
Africa. Zaire is approximately
one-fourth the size of the United
States. More than 35 million people live in Zaire, with about 4
million living in and around the
capital, Kinshasa. Bantu tribes
account for about 80 percent of
the population, but there are an
additional 200 minor tribes.
Assemblies of God missionaries have ministered in Zaire
since 1921, originally reaching
into many areas that had never
been exposed to the gospel. The
Fellowship in Zaire is today

divided into two districts headquartered in Kinshasa and Istro.
Rev. Vernaud has ministered in
Zaire since 1%5. He and his
wife. Johanna, have spent most of
their lives in Africa. He was born
in the hospital of Dr. Alben
Schweitzer in French Equatorial
Africa. His parents were missionanes in Gabon for 40 years. He
met his wife, Johanna, a native of
Holland, while she was a nurse
and midwife in Africa.
Much of the Vernauds' recent
ministry has been in connection
with La Borne Church in Kinshasa. They started the church in
April of 1984 with only 20 people and today more than 7,000
attend the French-speaking
church.
The public is invited to hear
these missionaries on Sunday,
according to the Rev. Hendley.

Art Auction on Nov. 5
The Murray Woman's Club
will present an Art Auction Benefit on Thursday. Nov. 5, at 7 p.m.
at the club house at 704 Vine St.,
Murray.
Original arts and crafts will be
offered to fund the arts programs
in the local city and county
schools. One half of the proceeds
will go to the participating artists.
One of the items donated
includes a hand woven jacket by
internationally reknown local
weaver, Sallie Guy, who is in
demand at weavers conferences
as a teacher and devotes a great
deal of her time to commission
work.
A reception at 6 p.m. will
allow the guests an opportunity to
view the work before the sale.
Interested artists and craftsmen
will find applications at the Calloway County Public Library and
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
For further information call
753-4051 or 489-2662.

FALL CARPET SALES

PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia Carpets, By Shaw Indarstries,

PRICE WAR!
/D
HUGE SAVINGS ON SELECTF
STYLES AND COLORS
=

MITCHELL'S
Carpet 6 Floorcovering
753-2392

94 West

ALPHA PHI ALPHA DONATES — Michael Jules, left, vice president, and Michael Johnson, right, assistant secretary, of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., of Murray State University, presents a
check for $50 and a box of canned food to Carolyn Outland, case
worker at Murray-Calloway County Need Line. This is the fraternity's annual donation with funds from a Talent Showcase and
canned food collection.

Newborn admissions
Thompson baby girl, mother, Donna, Ftt 1. Box 430, Benton,
Howard baby boy, parents, Rona
and Rusty, RI 1, Box 197-H. Buchanan, Tenn ;
George baby girl, parents, Teresa

Pft
*op
1

Improve Your
Exposure
With prices on the rise today, people are starting to
do more home improvement projects on their own
To meet their needs and yours, we will feature our
'Home Improvement' tab on Nov 5 It will
provide helpful articles about a variety of topics
related to home improvement and offer you the
opportunity to advertise your services and supplies
Don't lose your spot In this handy tab! Its one that
readers will hold on to for reference, giving your ad
exposure over and over.
Call and reserve your spot today!

Call 753-1916
awl

and J F., At 2, Box 253, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Elizabeth Clayton Williams,
404 South Ninth St,, Murray; Mrs. Hinda Grubbs and Mrs. Zella Freeland,
1517 Glendale Rd., Murray;
James W Mason, Box 5, Lynnville;
Mrs. Nona P. Milligan, 721 McCampbell St., Paris, Tenn.:
Everett Nanney, 411 South Eighth
Si, Murray, Mrs. Macie Pullen, Rt. 5,
Box 343, Mayfield,
Ms. Anita L. Weaver, RI 2, Box
112-B, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs. Annie
Louise Henley, Rt. 2, Box 92, Clinton;
Dennis McGinnis, At. 4, Box 221-A,
Murray: Thomas Joe Bramhill, 906
Eiroad Ext., Apt. A-1, Murray;
Ms Dorothy Wagoner, K-2 Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs. Myrong
Moreland and baby girl, At. 1, Box
74-A, Hardin;
Pontos A. Hiort, 4331 Hart Hall,
Murray; Mrs. April Denise Bell and
baby boy, At. 1, Box A-44, Palmersville. Tenn.

v,
vor
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The Rev. James L. Simmons,
pastor of Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray, is currently in
Moscow. Russia, attending the
Billy Graham Evangelist
Crusade.

thift.A1

The crusade is meeting in the
35,000 seat L,ennin Stadium in
Moscow.
Members of Memorial Church
supplied over 1,000 Russian
Scripture translations to be given
out during these meetings.
Rev. Simmons' schedule will
include visiting homes, apartment
and area churches, many of
which were "underground" until
recently.
During the past year, other
members of Memorial Church
have been involved in mission
trips to Eastern Kentucky, Amazon region in Brazil, and
Vietnam.

Civitan Club
plans event
Rev. James L. Simmons

01cicaLtI
20, 304d"

50%
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Large Selection of

r vor

This hand woven jacket will be
auctioned off at local Art
Auction

Simmons now in Russia

Hospital report released
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Oct. 22, have been released as
follows:

missionaries.
Stroud teaches Bible classes at
four local churches and the
YWCA, and does fill-in preaching for small chorales in the
area.
In addition, he teaches English
part-time at two local universities, Ehime University and Matsuyama University. He also
teaches Japanese to foreign students in the exchange program of
the local church-related girls
school, Shinonome Gakuen. He is
one of the staff of the Nametoko
English Camps held every summer. Currently, he is a member of
the District Evangelism
Committee.
Stroud grew up in West Tennessee and studied music education and secondary education at
Murray State University and the
University of Tennessee at Martin. He has his M.A. in Christian
World Mission from Scarritt College. He and his wife, the former
Keiko Kawakita, have two junior
high children, David and Naomi.
The public is invited to hear
Rev. Stroud on Sunday, a church
member said.

Dresses, Sportswear
& Accessories

The Murray Civitan Club will
observe its 34th birthday at its
annual Charter Night and Awards
Program on Thursday. Nov. 5, at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
The local Civitan Club was
chartered Nov. 6, 1958, with 37
new Civitans being initiated. The
club's first president was Aubrey
(Red) Willoughby.
At the Nov. 5th meeting,
awards will be presented to Civitans for a variety of
achievements.
The recipient of the prestigious
and secret CIVITAN of the
YEAR AWARD for 1991-92 will
be announced. Civitan John
Emerson was the recipient of the
award in 1991.
"We covet the support that citizens in Murray and Calloway
County give to the Murray Civitan Club. We welcome new members to our group ans till hold to
the main objective of Civitan —
that of HELPING PEOPLE,"
Civitan Club President Wayne
Williams said.

Slue 2-18

305 N. 12th University Sq.

Subscribe!

753-7441
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1992 Soccer Tournaments
Girls' Regional & Boys' District
October 26-29

0

CAR
WON'T RUN?

...

1992 Calloway Girls' Soccer Team

CALL #1

Just listed, executive home with 4
BR,3BA and all amenities!Totally
redecorated & remodeled in 1992.

. McClard's

Kopperud Realty

.i 753-9132

..

7 1 1 Main

Good Luck
Lakers & Tigers

KaDonna Randolph, Alexia Schempp, Candy Mason, Jennifer
Front (kr): Ellie Arant, Erin Grogan, Julie Smotherman,
Kellie Williams, Tracy West, Jamie Gibson, Kelley Travis.
Dowdy. Back (kr). Coach Joy Waldrop, Mgr. Erica Hughes.
Bell, Mitzi Rickman, Stacy West, Laura Luciano.
Carrie
pictured:
Not
Hillison
Coach Jeff Enoch, Trina Dick, Toni

Home

753-1540

INSUNANCI

753-1222

. . •. : i.-.....

;

HERE'S TO A
WINNING
SEASON!

Office
753-9935

STATI /AIM

St.

6

Don Henry
State Farm
302 Main
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498-8142
Hazel

753-1933

Murray

-I

1992 Calloway Boys' Soccer Team
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The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

2

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
7534377

A

AO

Re air
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E
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IRAs AND
OODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831

Home Office: Omaha, NE

Good Luck
Your Friends At
All
From

Compare My Rates
on
Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health
-Life Insurance

Also

aa
•

0
to..c's
1992 Murray High Girls' Soccer Team

Touch Down at Big B for
all your cleaning needs.

IC

in

in

:h
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aid

_•

409 Maple
753-4451

McNutt, AM

753-9525

Good Luck
Tigers & Lakers!

%

1

4th

giaphy
Titoto'

Mon.-Fri. 6:30-8 p.m., Sat. 6:30-2 p.m.

1

622 South

Shell

a/11115On
e

Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal-Mart

el .g
l
I
ie
/
?

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

•Nursing Home

Purdom,
Thurman
8 McNutt

>e
rt

11
nt
)1.
ii

Brock Jones, Brandon McCoy.
First Row (1-r): Justin Morris, Trent Nix, Matt Farmer, Eric McKee, Patrick Haney,
Derek VanderMolen. Third
Arant,
Josh
Second Row (l-r): Jason Cummings, Scott Earwood, Derek Smee, Beau Jones,
Dunn, Jesse Arant, Coach
Trice
n,
Furgerso
Adam
Row (14): Coach Bill Miller, Eric Johnson, Paul Hart, Todd Earwood,
Steve Arant.

Harry Allison — Lance Allison
fr;

C%1

I
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E
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1
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607 S. 4th St.
CI

Nil

753-8809

N

Thornton
Tile
and
Marble Inc.
"Quality That Will Please"

Good Luck
Tigers & Lakers!

Cantrell and Maggie Snyder Front:
Back (L-R): Kacey Guin, Joanna Kind, Emma Shaw, Sarah Snyder, Allison
Hillary Belcher.
Susan Krieb, Ellen Uddberg, April Barksdale, Kara Gressler, Amelia Davis, Sara Fitts and

1992 Murray High Boys' Soccer Team
Compliments of

CfsurchitG
runeraG Rome

J. 5-E.

201 S. 3rd St.

612 So. 9th St.

753-5719

753-2411

CAR WASH

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

'110N1' DRINK
a DRIVE!'-.

1
-.
.
...
1 0
..........}-.••••••••••081•41W.110•110.~~~../0.1

1".1,11.
-

* OPEN 24 HOURS
ON DUTY 7 DAYS
A WEEK FROM 8 AM.-4:30 P.M.

* ATTENDANT

WASH

TG
SPCYTIN
NO WATER
*
* FOAM
BRUSH
* HEATED
FLOORS
0
Adam
and
Plan
Al
SELF3
Wells,
*
Adam
,
Clark,
David
Graves, Ryan Clark. Ross
Row 1 (L-R). Joel Johnson, Jared Plummer
SERVE BAYS
Sean Haverstock, Jon Rid,
Meloan Row 2. David Sahuri, Michael Carr, Matt Weatherly, John Key, Jason West,
Weatherly, * AUTOMATIC al
James
759- 1s44
3:
Row
Crouch.
Jeremy
and
Perkins,
Settle
Aaron
Stephen
r,
Schroede
Greg Miller, Shane
Main St.. Murray
Rob Carpenter,
Johnson,
BAY
Peter
Gantt,
Russell
David
Gressler,
,
Darren
Adkins,
Plummer
Derek
,
Michael Homback
(Across 'rens IN)
Caleb Johnson, Roman Shapla, Thomas Daniels and Rocky Shapla

•
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1
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,
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raves shake
dome doldrums,
head back home

WORLD SERIES

Smith's blast delays Blue Jays' bubbly
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Spoils Writer

By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer

TORONTO (AP) — It's
back to Atlanta. Their dome
doldrums finally behind them,
the Braves can't wait to get
home.
' Whether it was a team meeting, or Sid Bream speaking out
on the Braves' lack of focus.
Atlanta finally won a game
indoors to avoid being eliminated by the Toronto Blue
ia ys.
: The win was Atlanta's first
aidoors in seven tries during
Series play, losing all four last
season to the Minnesota Twins
at the Metrodome.
!"We finally won a game in
a dome. It's a good feeling to
take back to Atlanta," said
Mark Lemke, who had two
hits.
,Today is a travel day. The
eries resumes Saturday night
t 7:26 with Steve Avery
itching against Toronto's
David Cone.
t At a team meeting before
Che game, Terry Pendleton
tecalled the 1985 World Series
ivhen he was with the St.
Louis Cardinals, who blew a
-1 lead and lost to the Kansas
!
ity Royals.
"He just used that as an
xample to our players that
fir team could come back,"
}aid Lonnie Smith, who
became the fourth player in
ries history to hit a grand
m, but the first as a desigted hitter.
John Smoltz did indicate
;were was a problem with one
Spidentified player, and that
*ould be handled when the
44jub returned to Atlanta.
F "I think the team now feels
good about going back home
and knows it can do it,"
Bream said.

s

ta

TORONTO (AP) — Lonnie Smith swung back. With
one hard hit, he took his Braves home with hope. With
many harsh words, he took on his critics.
He was the hero of Atlanta's season-saving 7-2 win
Thursday night over Toronto. Then he griped about the
ing confugoat that won't stop chasing him — his baserunn
Series.
World
year's
last
in
sion
"I've been criticized my whole career," he said.
He's not even sure his grand slam against Jack Morris
that gave the Braves the victory that cut the Blue Jays'
lead to 3-2 in the Series will get rid of the rap.
Toronto manager Cito Gaston surely can't shake his rap
of failing in the big games, not after his team just lost what
would have been the biggest in its history.
But Morris is doing a pretty consistent job of losing his
reputation as a big-game pitcher after his fourth straight
rough postseason outing.
The home fans rained boos in the weatherproof SkyDome as Gaston lifted Moms after Smith's homer made
the score 7-2 with two outs in the fifth and forced a sixth

try
game Saturday night in Atlanta where Steve Avery will
Cone.
David
against
alive
to keep the Braves
"It could have been for me more so than Jack," Gaston
said of the boos. "People forget real quick" how well the
Jays have done this year and remember their playoff failures in 1985, 1989 and 1991.
If only Smith's detractors could be forgetful.
Moms was the hero of last year's Series. His 1-0, 10-inning complete game win in Game 7 gave the title to Minnesota. And Smith was the goat because of his mistake in
the eighth inning that cost the Braves a chance to win.
Smith got back at Morris, then took shots at his
detractors.
"Last year was nothing new to me. I've been criticized
this year by our hometown reporters," he said.
Why?
"For one thing, I'm a black man, so I'm going to be
criticized. Another thing, I've been considered a mediocre
ballplayer, so I'm going to be criticized," he said in a
firm, even voice.
Mediocre?
Smith has a .289 average in 13 big-league seasons. He's
the only player in baseball history to play in a World

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Georgia's Heisman hopeful visits Kentucky
Heisman Trophy. He has rushed
By MIKE EMBRY
for 1,084 yards and 14 touchAP Sports Writer
downs for the seventh-ranked
Bulldogs (6-1 overall, 4-1 SEC).
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
"He's playing extremely
Kentucky coach Bill Curry won't
Georgia coach Ray Goff
well,"
the
off
turning
of
have the luxury
of
the 5-foot-11. 195-pound
said
television when Georgia's Garri"He's the most comback.
scat
son Hearst handles the ball Saturwe've ever had at
runner
plete
night.
day
Period."
Georgia.
It will be up to the Kentucky
Even Herschel Walker, the
defense to shut down Hearst and
in 1982?
keep him out of the highlight Heisman winner
do
because of the
to
hard
"It's
films when the Southeastern Conof comparsaid
Goff
,"
offenses
Common
in
ference teams meet
ing the players. "I'd take either
wealth Stadium.
"I'll snap it on just to see what one, to be honest with you."
Curry, who had to deal with
the scores are and there's usually
during his coaching stint
Walker
Hearst running over somebody or
Tech, said thought the
Georgia
at
said.
past somebody," Curry
"He's just having one of those players were similar except "they
kind, of seasons where you see get the ball to (Hearst) in a lot of
him all the time, whether you different ways, but the results are
similar."
want to or not."
And to compound Curry's conthe
Hearst is having one of
this season are Georgia
cerns
football
college
that
seasons
observers usually associate with quarterback Eric Zcier and flank-

er Andre Hastings. Zeier is the
top-rated quarterback in the SEC,
completing 89 of 162 passes for
1,387 yards and 17 touchdowns
while Hastings is the league's
leading receiver with 27 receptions for 503 yards and three
TDs.
"Their kind of talent forces
you to be letter perfect," Curry
said. "You can't have anyone out
of position."
Kentucky (4-2, 2-2) has won
the last two games against Georgia in Commonwealth Stadium.
And Curry views the game as
another step in building a successful program.
"They have more weapons that
any team we've played so far this
year," he said. "We need to beat
somebody like that, and the next
opportunity is Saturday night, so
that would be a big step forward
for us."

Series with four teams, winning with all but the Braves. He
hit homers in Games 3, 4 and 5 of last year's Series.
Then came the stigmatizing Game 7. He stopped near
second base on Terry Pendleton's double to left-center,
then was able to make it only to third. He was faked by
Minnesota second baseman Chuck Knoblauch or lost sight
of the ball.
Toronto tied the game in the second off winner Smoltz
on a single by John Olerud, a walk to Candy Maldonado
and a double by Pat Borders.
David Justice's leadoff homer in the fourth gave Atlanta
the lead again, but Toronto tied the game 2-2 in the fourth
when Olerud singled, Maldonado walked and Borders, who
has hit in 13 straight postseason games and is 7 for 16 in
this Series, singled.
Then came the fifth.
Morris got the first two batters. Then Nixon walked,
stole second and scored on Deion Sanders' single. Pendleton's ground-rule double sent Sanders to third and Justice
was walked intentionally to get to Smith.
"I was a little angered," Smith said.
"When the game is on the line, you watch who Bobby
goes to," Pendleton said. "Lonnie Smith will be there."

Reports say Magic's accused
Thomas of spreading gay rumor
NEW YORK (AP) — A person close to Magic Johnson said the
Los Angeles Lakers star has accused Isiah Thomas of spreading a
rumor that Johnson may have contracted the virus that causes AIDS
through homosexual contact, New York Newsday reported today.
"(Johnson) called him up and said, 'I know you've been telling
people that I'm gay," the unidentified source told Newsday.
"Isiah denied it"
Thomas, in San Antonio for the Detroit Pistons' exhibition game
with the Spurs on Thursday night denied the charge.
"I'm not even going to dignify that with an answer," Thomas
told Newsday.
Newsday's source said Johnson believes Thomas began spreading the rumor of bisexuality to retaliate for Johnson's lack of support when Thomas was not selected for the Olympic team. The
source said Thomas partially blamed Johnson for the slight.
On Wednesday, Johnson said another' NBA player was spreading
the rumor that Johnson had contracted the virus through homosexual contact. In addition, a recent sports column said that because the
odds were against Johnson acquiring the virus through heterosexual
contact, he should tell the truth about how he got the virus.
Johnson has strongly denied the insinuations that he was not telling the truth about how he contracted the virus.
'There's a guy in this league, and I know who it is, who ran into
a few people to try to insinuate that I was going both ways," Johnson said Wednesday. "You know, if I was gay, you think these 11
guys (his Los Angeles Lakers teammates) wouldn't know that?

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

Lakers feel '92 may be
year for regional trip

Boys Second District Soccer Tourney

Favored Tigers look to be
peaking at the right time

Lyon Co.
By STEVE PARKER

By STEVE PARKER
tgurray Lodger & Times Sports

Murray Ledger I Times Sports Editor

Monday, Oct. 26
Editor

Believe it or not, the Calloway County Lakers feel they'll
have history on their side when they square off against rival
Marshall County, Tuesday at Ty Holland Stadium in the first
round of the Second District Soccer Tournament.
But consider: Calloway has never beaten the Marshals. Last
year, Marshall took Calloway 7-0 in the first round of the
district tourney. And, Calloway has never won a district tournament game.
Call him crazy, but Laker head coach Bill Miller feels
there's an advantage in those scary numbers. Why?
"We're overdue," Miller said after Thursday's practice.
That's part of it, but also Calloway feels they've done a
good job of hiding in the tall grass. Marshall may not see
them coming.
"They have all the reason in the world to overlook us,"
Miller said of the Marshals, a two-time district champ.
"They've always beat us."
Despite fielding strong teams in the past, Calloway has never been to a regional tournament, which only takes the top
two teams in each district. It doesn't help that the Lakers
play in the toughest district.
"There've been years where we were the third or fourth
best team in the region, but we couldn't beat the first or second best teams (Murray and Marshall)," Miller explained.

Caldwell Co.

Tuesday. Oct 27
(5 Prn)

MURRAY HIGH
Marshall Co.

Champronship Game
Thursday. Oct 29
(TBA)
Both teams
advance to
regional

Tuesday Oct 27
(7 p m )

CALLO WAY CO.

@ Murray's Ty Holland Stadium Oct. 26-29

le TURN TO PAGE 11
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Calloway's Eric Johnson (right) is a key to cootrolliag the Laker,' midfield.

STEVE PARKERA.edger I Times photo

Murray High senior Russ Adkins (#4) is ate of the Tigers' main
scoring threats.

Hand a team injuries, youth, a tough schedule and they'll have
their moments of hardship.
let
Heal those players, gain a season's worth of maturity and
come
to
begin
things
and
e
the schedule work to your advantag
together.
That's been the formula for success for Murray High's boys'
soccer team this season and it couldn't come at a better time,
with the Second District Soccer Tournament beginning next
Monday.
"I feel like we're playing our best soccer right now," Tiger
head coach James Weatherly said of his 14-5 Tigers, who face
the winner of Caldwell County-Lyon County in their opening
game on Tuesday at Ty Holland Stadium.
Barring some upsets, the tournament should again come down
title
to the Tigers and Marshall County. Each school has won the
ship.
champion
year's
last
taking
Tigers
twice, the
Murray beat the Marshals in Draffenville the last time out for
their biggest victory of the season. Marshall defeated the Tigers
in the first meeting in Murray. It was a time the Tigers have
left in the past.
At one point, the Tigers were drifting along just over .500.
The youthful team suffered a loss to Kentucky powerhouse
Owensboro Apollo and two losses to Missouri's Cape Girardeau
Central.
Then, injured players began returning to the lineup and those
that didn't were adequately replaced. The tough schedule subsided
six
after a trip to Cape Girardeau and the Tigers have since won
straight games to close the regular season.
Weatherly credits a rejuvinated and shuffled defense with the
turnaround. Seniors Thomas Daniels and Derek Plummer changed
positions — Daniels to sweeper and Plummer to stopper.
Daniels, a team co-captain, has led the defense with his play
and, also, leadership, while Plummer was given an expanded role
that included more midfield and attacking play.
The Tiger defense got a boost when Damon Cohoon moved
into the goal to fill in for an injured Jon Reid. Cohoon, a
junior, has taken over the duties when the rather unfortunate
opportunity arose.
"It's no reflection at all on Jon Reid," said Weatherly. "He
missed about three weeks and the circumstances allowed Damon
to step in. Those things happen. The nice thing, from a coach's
point of view, is that we've got two good keepers."
Senior defensman Darren Gantt has stepped his game up, as
has freshman starting fullback Jason West. Senior Peter Johnson
on
and freshman Sean Haverstock have also seen plenty of time
the field.
From the midfield up is where the Tigers have been the most
secure during the 1992 season.
Senior Michael Can and underclassmen John Key and Greg
Miller have been steady.
III TURN TO PAGE 11

Baseball mourns death
of game's '01' Redhead'

Actions & Reactions
BASKETBALL
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — NBA star Michael Jordan testified in federal
court a $57,000 cashier's check he gave to a suspected drug dealer covered gambling losses from a weekend of golf and poker at an exclusive
South Carolina resort.
Jordan testified briefly during the money laundering and drug trial of
James "Slim" Bouler. The government claims Bouler used his role as a
golfer as a front to his real job as a drug courier for cocaine kingpins Pee
Wee Givens, who is dead, and Edward "Ned" Johnson, now serving a
20-year drug sentence.
When the money was seized last October by the government. Bouler
and Jordan claimed it was a loan from Jordan for a golf driving range. Last
week, Jordan told a Chicago newspaper it was a gambling debt. Then he
said he was misquoted.
When defense attorney James Wyatt asked Jordan what the $57,000
was for, he responded: "For what I lost gambling on golf and later in poker
when he loaned me some money. I didn't have any money."

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
When you listened to Red Barber announce a baseball game,
you were there. In the ballpark.
You saw the action through the
descriptions of the "01' Redhead." You experienced the
nation's game, thanks to him.
You even smelled the hot dogs.
"Red's play-by-play broadcast
of the Brooklyn Dodgers and the
Cincinnati Reds made everyone's
living room a seat behind home

see

Jane Re ers 753-962
NBA

•••

of the last seven with one game
being a tie. A good reason to be
optimistic.
They closed the season with a
10-0 victory over hapless Trigg
County. Senior Eric Johnson
scored four goals in that game
and will be counted on to provide
an offensive spark Tuesday night.
On the defensive end, which
includes mainstay fullback Stephen Watkins, goalkeeper Paul
Hart is another key to the Laker
effort.
"Eric has got to control the
midfield and Paul Hart has to do
a good job in goal," the coach
said of his players. "Paul has to
play his usual good game."

In the past, Miller said, the
Lakers were an easy mark for
either the Tigers or Marshals
because they were ready to end
the season, knowing the deck was
stacked against them.
According to Miller, there's no
quit in the 1992 Lakers.
"We practically gave up last
year," Miller said of the firstround loss to Marshall. "This
Learn hasn't shown signs of quitting. I don't expect them to fall
down if they get down. There's a
feeling of optimism on this
team."
Calloway, 10-8-2, will go into
Marshall game having won five

Hart has allowed just six goals taking it easy in practice.
in the Lakers' last eight games.
"I told them that we were
Jesse Arant, Beau Jones, Mitch going to work hard and not take
McClain and Chad Gray will it easy," Miller said. "We want to
have to control the ball on the feel like we deserve the game
offensive end like they have late more because we've worked
in the season. Todd Earwood's harder."
big right foot could also come
Should they win, Calloway
into play.
Other than Watkins, Callo- may finally lift that black-goldway's defense has been bolstered orange monkey off their backs.
"The toughest thing in sports
by the arrival of Erik Rebenius, a
transfer student from Sweden. — and life," Miller said, "is
Defensmen Adam Furgerson, overcoming something for the
Jason Cummings and Derek first time."
Smee must also be strong in the
face of Marshall's offensive
threat.
Ordinarily, Calloway would be

Thuralsyli Gerais
Minnesota 1011, Orlando 96
Boston 117, Manta 113
San Antonio 117. Charon 91
Soaps 121. Denver 119
Friday's Ganes
HOL4a0A IS Indiana a Cincinnati, 530 pm
Weeringion vs Marrs a East Lansing, ;doh , 630
nt
Atlanta vs Boston at Worcester, Masa , 6 30 p m
New York a Damao, 730 p
lAnnesota vs Chicago at At.vp.sigus N la 830
rn
Cleveiend vs Portland al Eugene Ors 9 pm
Ptsladelphis a LA Clow', 930 pm
Dough at Phoenix, 930 pm
Sacramento vs LA Lamm at San Dego. 930 p m

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
labirday, Oct. 34
EAST
East Caroans (3-3) a Pltabur9r1 (3-4)
Syracuse (5-1) at Temp,(14)
Perin St. (5-2) et West Virginia (3-1-2)
SOUTH
lAsimemppi (4-2) at Alabama (7-0)
SW Louisiana (2-5) at Auburn (4-3)
Maryland (14) a Duke (2-4)
Loulwas (3-4) al Florida (3-2)
(3.0!• (61) N Kentucky (4-2). Night

Up front, sophomore Roman
Shapla has been an offensive
force. He's third on the team in
goals scored and among the leaders in assists. He excelled in last
season's district tournament and
will be counted on by Weatherly
again this year.
Despite a sore back, Matt
Weatherly will also be looked to
for scoring punch if he's healthy.
Freshman Stephen Crouch has
also had his moments of greatness this season.
Along with Shapla, two of the
Tigers' biggest scoring threats
and team leaders are senior Russ
Adkins and junior David
Gressler.
Gressler, a candidate for Most
Valuable Player in the First Region, is the team's scoring and
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overlook Caldwell even though
we beat them twice this season,"
the coach explained. "If we do
manage to get by them, Calloway
will be out to get us, or Marshall
— after what happened up there."
Murray, which will face the
Calloway-Marshall winner in the
finals should they win their first
game, defeated Marshall 3-1 two
weeks ago in a game that
included just two officials and
one ejected Marshall player.
Calloway coach Bill Miller has
no doubts the Tigers will make it
through to the finals.
"It's not even a contest; we
won't even go and watch that
game," Miller said of the possible
Murray-Caldwell game. "They're
probably overlooking Caldwell,
but it would take a miracle for
them (Murray) to lose."

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

with the "ECHO-LOGICAL"Solution!
The Shred 'N' Vac' quickly
ON SALE
reduces yard waste volume by
$1
extra
an
into
as much as 12 to 1 large capacity bag for composting
or ground cover. Also, easily
Reg. °219,99
converts to a hand held blower.

9999

Hand Held
Power Blower
ON SALE

4
41
),Ce

Vitt

1C129 99

$1

Phone 753-2571 or 753-4110

Chestnut St. Murray

Racing Continues At

Bluegrass Downs]
of Paducah

cAle,
119

WIN A TRIP TO LAS VEGAS
SATURDAY NIGHT!

20% OFF

?twee,
AND

FROM

Itizemizmated

All Warm-Ups, Fleece Sportswear
and Nylon Windwear
For Men, Women & Children

20%40%
DENNISON-HUNT
Off
Over 100 Selected Styles

• Airfare to and from St. Louis Dec. 18
• Hotel + $200 Cash!
• Register Friday and Saturday At Bluegrass Downs

40
.1\4

(one entry per person)

Racing At

).-c"
tett

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Murray

.
4V;
415%
"F,',-

CS-280E
Reg
204.99
Ns

Ger

FALL
SAVINGS

12Q Chestnut St,

Lightweight
12" Chain Saw
ON SALE

Reg.10
3999 $17999
Murray Home and Auto

Athletic Shoes
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rmy (2-3) at Wake Forest (3-3)
411hI
MIDWEST
Northing/ern (1-5) at lenge (3-3)
a Illinois Si (2-5)
(3-4)
Minas
Southern
*loopier, (4-2) at (aden. (3-3)
(3-4)
lows
a
Purdue (2-4)
Oklahoma (3-2-1) at Kansas (S-1)
Minnesota (1-5) a Wagon (5-0-1)
Oho St (4-2) at hildagan St (2-4)
Nebraska (4-1) a lamoun (1-6)
Brigham Young (43) al Notre Dame (4- i.1)
LOdft Tennessee St (5-1) at &Lamm Misecud
St. (14)
Eastern illnois (3-4) at Southwest Missouri St
(4-3)
SOUTHWEST
Iowa at. (2-4) at Oklahome St (3-3)
Houston (2-3) a Texas (3-2)
Beta( (4-3) al Texas Alia (1-0)
Ws (2-4) a Texas Ogaden (1.4-1)
Southern Methodist (3-3) at Texas Tech (2-4)
Memphis St (3-3) al Tulsa (2-6)
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Help the environment...

assist leader and has the experience to step up in key situations
for the Tigers.
"David's a money player,"
Weatherly said. "When the chips
are down he'll step forward."
Adkins, who has been a sure
bet on penalty kicks late in the
season, has seen his role climb
with each game. Weatherly says
his leadership, along with
Daniels', is a key to the rest of
the season.
"Our team goes as Russell
goes," the coach commented on
the senior midfielder. "If Russ is
on top of his game we play well.
If he's not, we don't."
Most likely the Tigers will face
Caldwell on Tuesday. (Caldwell
and Lyon will play their firstround game at Caldwell.)
"We certainly don't want to

Ak
f4

Terinsease-Glialeacioge (2-4) a mama (61)
MUM'S SI (14) all latelloalidi SO. (4'2)
Clemson (4-2) at Math Groins SL (5-2-1)
Georgia Tech (4-2) at North Gargano (5-2)
Eastern Kara* (4-2) a Tennaisawkierin (3-3)
Austin POI/ (2-6) at Tennessee St (2.4), NIgto
Morehead at (1-5) a Tennessee Tech (4-2)
South Caroans (1-6 at Vanderbilt (2-4)
at *girds (5-2)
Wiliam II Mary
as Tech (2-3-1)
Mari (6-0) at
Central Florida (4- ) a Woolen; Kerilucery (1-4),

Jane Rogers Insurance

•Favored Tigers...
FROM PAGE 10

me for all your farruly utrurance needs"

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

plate," said U.S. Sen. Connie
Mack (R-Fla.), grandson of the
Hall of Fame manager. "He
brought the game of baseball
alive to millions of fans. After
his retirement from baseball, he
was a nostalgic link to the golden
days of America's greatest pastime with his many homespun
stones about the plays and players of yesteryear."
That link ended Thursday
when Barber died at age 84. He
had been hospitalized in Tallahassee, Fla., since Oct. 10.

•Lakersfeel `92
FROM PAGE 10
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See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page
LYNN GROVE
INC.
FEED & SEED.
Chemicals
Seed

Bulk Fertilizer &
Cleanings • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

408 N. 4th

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
753.4175
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitneil (Across From Ledger & Times,
Closed Sundays

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills

Shopping Ctr - 759-1400

This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
I. #15 am
Sabbath Schaal
Sat. 1100 a..
Worship

awn

BLOOD
1100 sip.
Morning Worship
600 pm.
Evaning Warship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
II.. Alp..
Warship
6 pa.
Church Training
7 pm.
Wednesday
STREET
CHESTNUT
GENERAL
1000 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
11130 arm
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
II 00 am.
Marmara Hershey
600 pa.
Evening Samosa
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9.45•m
Sunday Scheel
1100•
Warning SW•1010
COO
Everting Semess
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6.30 pen.
Wednesday Sore
1000 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
1100 am.
Warship Soma
COO pa.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Warning Worship
6:45 pm.
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.30 pm.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9.30 a.an
Sunday School
10.45 san & 7 pa.
Worship
600 pm.
Chieech Training
FLINT BAPTIST
1000•
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
645 pm.
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9.45 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
II30 sa II an,6 pa
Wards.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10-00 a.m
Sunday Scheel
1100 a.m.
Warning Wersliap
600
Evening Worship
7.30 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
BAPTIST
1100 a.m.
Warship
1000 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
p :
00
0:
5.0
6
Church Training
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
1100 a.m.
Warship Sernce
5.30 pa.
Evening Serrice
KIMSEY BAPTIST
1100 a.m.
Warning Worship
730 pan.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY

awrrisr

753-9383
Chestnut Hills
"
rot CA

obY°C1C 'tog

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

WAL-MART
759-9995

CENTRAL CENTER

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St. Murray

753-5273

"Celebrating 17 Years In Business

71R
11
\_I 1 O

\

753-7715

1301 Main St.

"FrIST 10130 cm.
Sunday Schael
&
1100
Reaching
COO p.m.
700 pa.
Wedneedsy Night
LOCUST GROVE
7
1110
Morning Worship
p.
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
ROO pa
1st Sunday
200 pa
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
1030 a.m.
Hartung Worship
600 pa.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOSES
FREEWILL BAPTIST
0
1:
19
i Sch"1
S"naly
Worellp
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
1100 a.m
Herniae Worship
600 pa.
Evening Worship
MORTHSIDE
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
Preeciung Sore

804 Chestnut

w.ha. OAK GROVE
11 am. & 7 pa
10 am.
Sunday Schaal
OWENS CHAPEL
1000 a..
Sunday Scheel
11:00•
Pnrching
6.30 p.m
Praire' Sarni.
pm
6-0Churc
POPLAR SPRING
10 sat
Sunday Scheel
II a.. & 7 pm
Warship
SALEM BAPTIST
Warning Warship
7 15
11°0
iumi
W
gWoren
Eumaing
SCOTTS GROVE
1100 am
Worship Senna
COO p.m
Erasing Worship

NO
SINICING
Manning Warship
1100 ass.
Swims Worship
6000 pm.
MUM CREEK
Sianday Schell
1000 a.m.
Moran. Wershap
11:00 a.m.
Evemina Warship
6:45 pa.
Training Union
690 p.m.
IT. JOHN
Warning Worship
910 a.m.
Sunday Schaal
1045 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Henan Warship
1100....
Evening Warship
1E46 pa.
VICTORY BAPTIST
1000...
Suriday Schaal
Horning Worship
1100 cm
livening Worship
ROO p.m
WEST PORK
Warning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
&III pm.
7:00 pat
Wednemilay Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Scheel
9:30
10.30 a.m.•6 pa.
Warship
7 pet
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5.00 p.m
ROO am
Sunday
ST. LEO'S
CATHOUC CHURCH
ROO pa. Sat.
Mammas
1100 a.m. Sunday
1190 am. Sunday

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRiSTIAN
t am.
Sunday Schasi
1015 am.
Warning Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
1030 aa
Warship
9,30 •in
Bible Scheel
6 00 p.m
Evening Service

MUMMA SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main Si... Murray
10.30 a.m.
Sunday
10.30 a.m.
Sunday Schaal
7 30 p en.
2nd Wed
lesang ken Bury Wet 114 p.n.

CHURCH or CHRIST
ALMIO CHURCH OF CHRIST
ROO a...
Bible Scheel
- 0
95
Morning Worship
610 yo.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
10:15 am.
Warning Werehip
6:00 pa.
Evening Warship
DEXTER
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10,00 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
11:00 ern
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1045 a.m.
Morning Service
600 pm
Evening Worship
7.30 pm.
Wed. Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
900..
11115111 Study
9:50 a.m.
Warning Worship
6-00 pm.
Evening Warship
7:00 pm.
Worship
Mid.Week
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OP CHRIST
9 aa.
Sew* Sable Clam
1010 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 pa
Weinasdap Might
ICIRKSEY CHURCH
Of CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
10-.50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Warship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OP CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 pa.
Evening Warship
NEW CONCORD
990 a.m. & 6 pm.
Warship
9 a.m.
Bible Clamor
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9.60 a.
Morning Service
COO p.m.
Evening Senna
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:46 a.m.
Yarning Worship
610 p.m.
Evening Wanhip
SECOND STREET
1045 a.m
Morning Worship
610 pa.
Evening Warship
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Worship
10
Bibla Study
Evening Warship
7 pa.
Wed Bible Study

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
RAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTP.:R DAY SAINTS
620 S. 16th St.
1000 a..
Sacrament Meet
11.20 a.ao
Sunday School
Relief Society and
*210 pm.
Prisathood

Our Sit
M

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

435-4144
ROY'S
T PHARMACY
DISCOUN
.

OF MURRAY

:;-c-SCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy t.lcKrndrror, Pharmacist
lvm 'r P1'17a

753-2380

1108 Chestnut

753-3314

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM 753-5312

401 Olive

We Are State And National Certified

KFC

Farris Auction Co.

Jack Marshall - Franchise

We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101

Sal WWII.)
.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

LAMB PLUMBING &
INC.
MECH. CONTR.
Owner
Jimmy Lamb

501 N 4th

753-6168

1401 SOUTH

,STREET
eV

KENTUCK Y 420 1
UM 502 783 1304 Inn

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & Doe Cast Molds.
Precision Machining and Welding
759-4851
506 Industrial Road, Murray

753-5719

11,Arrl,

GOLDEN RULE

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-0440

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
(7,4,1e,ui iGne, grac

MURRAY
CHURCH OF COD
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
1000•ca
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

ST JOHNS EPISCOPAL
1620W Ram
Sim Hely Buchan. am. & 1020 am.
Comb ached: 9:111 am.
Theelkaa Ell pa trening Prayer
(Hely Ibuturat Wednimdayl

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10.00 0.21
Sunday School
600 pm.
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9.45 a.m.
School
Sunday
10 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m
Wednesday Worship

INDEPENDENT
CI DiST IA \
COMMUNITY CHLRCH
030 a.m
Sunday Scheel
10 30 a.m.
Morning Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
400 Main Street
945 • m
Sunday School
II 00 s m
Worship
7 pm
Wedneeday

713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

Complirnents o

KOPPERUD
753-1222
Large Selection
of
Plants, Shrubs,
and Trees
753-1725

711 Main

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH S
WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9.30 a m.
Public Talk
1030 •m
Watchtower Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
910 am
Bible Class
10 45 a.m
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
9.30 •.m
Morning Worship
10 30•is.
Sunday School
00 pa.
6
Night
Suri
4th
2nd &
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
lit & 3rd Sun. Night 7:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a...
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
9:45 am.
Sunday School
DEXTERHARDIN UNITED
10:00.,.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m., 600 pm.
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
10:60 a.m.
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
1100 a.m.
Worship Serous
1010 a.m.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
1000 a.m.
Church Scheel
1110 a.m.
Warship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Bar. War.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
a.m.
1110
School
Sunday
1000 a.m.
Warship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
KIMSEY UNITED
1010 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
1110 a.m.
Morning Worship
600
Evening Worship
LYNN GROVE
945 a.m.
Warship Servka
10:45 a.m.
Church School
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
930 a.m.
Worship Service
10.30 sta.
Sunday Scheel
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Horning Worship
MT. CARMEL
1000 •.10.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
1000...
Warship
11:00 a.m.
%aft Schaal

BETHEL CHAPEL
1010 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
1000 am
Sunday School
II a.m. & 630 pm
Worship
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Sehool
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 pm.
Saturday
TIE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Aline Heights
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Womhip Service 11 a.m. & 7 pm.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Ctildwalar Rd.
10-11 a.m.-700 p.m.
Set.
Sun.
FAIT' TABERNACLE
3 mile. es. at Almo
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.•7 p.m.
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
& 6 p.m.
10:30
Warship
710 pas.
Wednesday
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP
CENTER
9:45 am.
Sunday School
10:30 & 6 pm
Worship
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
7:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
1030 a.m. & 7 pa.
Worship
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
TFILNITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
a.m.
1000
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
1000.,.
Sunday School
II a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH NEW CONCORD
1000..
Sunday School
11:00-720 p.m.
Worship Sera.
LAKE.LAN'D APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Somas
6:00 pa.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
1045 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 pm.
Evening Worship
GROVE
PLEASANT
NORTH
9:45 a.m.
Sunray School
1100 a.m.
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
1010 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 ace & 7 p.m.
Service

407 N. 12th St.

404 N. 4th St. • Murray, KY • 753-8730

Werray
Ledger & Times
R}iFTEIS
OODC4
GALLERIES
759-4522

wy. 641 North

759-4408
Hwy. 94E (1 mi.)
Murray, Ky.
'The oldest independent repair shop n

a.

Cunningham
Auto Repair

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5
619 South 4th St- 713-6831 • 753-3571

121 By-Pass • 753-5315
e The

1

[GALLERY
"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
3011. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019
MasterCard,, Visa Accepted

Murray Appliance
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•DODGE-JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

FITIS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street
'Your Plumbing Specialist"

PLUMBING
GEE
641 South

753-3008

Hwy.

(4)

Arbgs
759-4796

MURRAY

WeStMCW
MON. I
NU1040

N-/1'

MILLER

Serving Breakfast
a.m.
6 a.m.-10:30
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weakends
507 N. 12th

753-8841

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182
rtied
Mar-Lane Ceramics Teacher
r
T
Orders
-Custom
& Gift Shop
-Supplies
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
Rt. 1, Murray
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
753-2540
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
l WAREHOUSE
FOODS

Dol

623 South 4th
759-1144
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

'7101sin

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
MAZDA-NISSAN, INC.

QUICKPRINT Southside
Shopping

of asurray -• Center
Technology tot.Today's Printing Needs"

MURRAY BP
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
753-9164
S. 12th & Glendale

753-1586

212 E. Main St.

esmomnimememmaimmeintrui,

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

is Open

FUNERAL HOME
North 4th %.turra. INN

EPISCOPAL

Hazel, KY 42049

W. Dan Farris, CAI

'1110111

- Fri. 84:30

612 S. 9th St.

Dan Miller
Auction Service

MONEYS

205 N 12th

PALESTINE UNITED
1000..
Sunday School
II 00 s m
Warship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:45 •in
Warship
1100 •.m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9.45 • m
Sunday School
10.45 am
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Ironing
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
1100 am
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 •in
Morning Worship
11.00 sin
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AWE CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
MOO a.m.
Morning Service
Pastor William J. Pratt

UNION GROVE
10.50 a..
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
900 a.m.
Bible Classes
10:00 sin.
Worship
6.00 pa.
WEST MURRAY
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
ROO a.m.
Morning
6.00 pm.
Evening
7:00 pm.
Wednesday

Thornton Tile and Marble

West Ky
ROO

Chestnul SI

Economy Car Center
753 8850

641 SUPER SHELL 774:40
Open 6:30 a.m. - Close'10:00 p.m.
Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9:00 p.m
South 12th

Phone 753-9131

'7;
5
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Area churches list music and services for weekend

Union Grove Church of Christ
Martin's Chapel
pastor at Symsonia Church, at 7 p.m
City, Tenn., will speak at 10 a.m. wwHenry Hargis, minister, will speak at
"Suggestions for Improvement' with
Methodist
United
with
the
music
Diana
will
direct
Tatiodc
Dawvia and the Rev. J L Mathis of
11 am and 6 pm. services Bible
scripture from Philippians 1 -9-11 at 6
Denton, pastor,
Richard
Rev
The
as
Poole
Betty
and
Margaret
Kennedy
son Springs at 6 pm service.
classes will be at 10 a.m.
p.m. SINViOS. Assisting will be Jerry
will speak at 9:30 a.m service. Ralph
accompanists. Sunday School will be
Si. Leo Catholic
Dexter Holiness
with
Bolls, song leader, Joel Fisher, Dal
music
the
will
direct
Robertson
at
10 a.m., UMYF at 5 p.m. and FelMasses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
The Rev Elijah Salentine, pastor.
as follows:
Barrett, Aiken McKsol, Grundy Fahvell,
as pianist. Sunday
Eldridge
Carmelita
lowship
mercies.
evening
atter
period
Fr.
with
Sunday
a.m.
and 8 and 11
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m SerJohnny Bohannon, Robert McDougal,
Unlmorsity Church of Christ
School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
Peter E. Hughes, pastor, In charge.
vices. Sunday School will be at 10
Kenneth Cleaver, Dwain* Rogers, Bill
Christian
Charley &moll, minister, will speak
Trinity
will
pastor,
The
Geurin,
Rev.
Jackie
Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Jason
a.m.
Nix, Jim Wilson, Clint Barrow, Tommy
will
pastor,
Ballow,
at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. AssistD.R.
Rev
the
The
Rev.
speak
and
at
11
a.m.
service
Tidwell, Phil Bryan, Al Gay, Mary °wiHardin Baptist
Schmieder and Roy Harmon. Bible
ing will be Ernie Ballay, song loader,
Mark Roberts at 6 p.m. service. Bobby
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. services.
zen, Louis Charon,, Richard Kirby,
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pasclasses will to at 9 a.m.
Wayne Williams, Keith Hays, John
will be at 10 a.m.
School
with
Manning
music
will
Sunday
the
direct
Charon..
Diane
and
Ray
Bob Garland,
tor, will speak at 8:30 a.m and 10:30
First Baptist
Murdock, John Gallagher, Joel ShoDexter Baptist
Marge West and Mary Geurin as
J. Holloway, Chanter Casper, John
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
o ;
a.m. and 6 p.m. services Darrell Gibwill
pastor,
van, Ronald Wlsofiart, Mark Fervz
Bogard,
Paul
SunRev.
Super
This
will
be
s.
The
accompanist
Tidwell,
Gorrell, Karen Balzer, Joyce
will be song leader Fran Beale,
son
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. Steve Litservices.
Jimmy Ford, Harold Grogan,
m
p
6
and
day
a.m.
11
a.m.
with
at
for
10
at
Sunday
School
speak
and
Carol Doyle, Millie Nall and Paul
Lyles, Martha Lou Lawrence
tlefield will direct the music with MarSandra
a.m.
10
Grogan, Barry Grogan, Lynnwood
at
be
will
a
high
School
Sunday
attendance of 75 expected.
Pallie Kurz. For assistance to worship
and Shelia Clark will be accompanists
garet Wilkins and Janet Finch as
Smith, Bobby RAY oil and Kim Wallis.
Lynn
Methodist
SC011i Grove Baptist
United
Grove
wish
or
illness
on,
transportati
services,
Sunday School will be at 930 a.m
accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
The Rev, Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor,
to receive the sacraments, call the
will sing 'A Mighty Fortress,' Adult
Memorial Baptist
serp.m.
6
and
a.m.
will
11
at
at
speak
9.30
a.m.
service.
speak
Judy
will
Liturgy Committee, 753-3876.
Handbells will play 'Precious Lord
Dr. T.A. Thacker, retired minister,
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawvices. Sunday School will be at 10
Goshen United Methodist
Take My Hand' and Mr. Littlefield will
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
ford will be in charge of children's
a.m.
will
pastor,
Dotson,
Bob
Rev.
The
sing 'It Must Be Love' at morning
services. John Wood will direct the
church Sunday School will be at 10:30
New Concord Pentecostal
speak at 11 a.m. srvice Acolytes will
hour. At 7 p.m. the BSU Creative Minimusic with Tonya Simmons and Cindy
am
Rev James E. Lewis, pastor,
The
Suitor
Kristin
and
Parker
be Damestries Team will give a presentation.
Rupptel as accompanists. Tho Church
Spring
Creek
Baptist
director
song
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. SunMichael Brunn will be
Assisting will be Fred Ashby, deacon
Choir will sing 'Come, Ye Sinner, Poor
The Rev Terry Powell, pastor, will
Parker as
Donna
and
School will be at 10 a.m.
Brunn
day
with
Pat
a
sing
of week, and the Rev. T.H. Garvin,
A concert featuring three conand Needy" and Eva Hal. will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services
Higher Praise
musicians. Children's Church will be
associate pastor. Sunday School will
solo at the morning hour. Assisting will
10
Christian bands scheam
at
Sunday School will be
temporary
nursery
will
and
pastor,
Dotson
Clem,
Nell
E.F.
The
Rev.
by
directed
be at 9:30 a.m., Adult Handbells at
be J.T. Lee, deacon of the weak, and
Colic
Camp
Ground
27 at Murray State
and
Oct.
Ellis
serp.m.
for
6
Viva
and
be
duled
a.m.
will
10:30
at
speak
attendants
4:30 p.m., Acteens at 4:45 p.m., library
Mike Farmer, minister of education
United Methodist
Sunday School will
School will be at 9:45
Hutson.
vices
Sunday
been canceled behas
Racheal
University
at
be
will
School
and youth. Sunday
The Rev Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
open at 8:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m., and
am
10
a.m.
at
be
ticket sales.
at
sluggish
God
of
g
cause
9:40 a.m. and Experiencin
Youth Choir, Parenting by Grace,
speak at 9 a.m service with Samantha
Bethany Baptist
Kirksey United Methodist
State's StuMurray
by
5:45 p.m.
Sponsored
Testament,
New
the
Through
Journey
Hall as song leader and Dean SteThe Rev. David Cunningham, pasThe Rev. Dan Leslie, pastor, will
West Fork Baptist
dent Government Association, the
GAs, RAs, and Sign Language Class
services.
p.m.
6
p.m.
and
Sunday
as
School
pianist.
a.m.
6
phenson
11
and
at
speak
a.m.
will
11
tor,
at
speak
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pasat 6 p.m.
with Jerry Lassiter as superintendent services. Sunday School will be at 10
concert was to have featured White
Ron Pace will direct the music with
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Janice Hays
10
will
and
be
at
a.m.
Norsworthy
a.m.
Clarice
Heart, Rachel Rachel and J.C.
by
directed
services. Music will be
TServioes will be at 10:45 a.m. Sunwill
School
Corner
Baptist
Cherry
Sunday
Baptist
s.
Temple
accompanist
as
Crew.
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
day School and Adult Bible Class will
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
Dr. Lynn Mayan, pastor, will speak
be at 10 a.m.
Anyone who purchased a ticket
Cyndy Satterwhite as accompanists.
be at 9:30 a.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serat 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Christian Science
Special music will be presented by
New Concord
should return to the outlet where the
a.m. Sunbe music direcwill
Glass
Christian
Cecil
10:30
vices.
at
Ughthouse
be
will
Services
Andrea Nesbitt at morning hour. StanChurch of Christ
ticket was purchased to receive a
tor with Anna Requarth and Lucy Ann
Phillip Rogers, minister, will speak
day and 7:30 p.m. each second Wedley Anderson will be deacon of the
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
ts. Sunday
will be open
as
Room
accompanis
Forrest
11
a.m.
service.
at
Reading
nesday.
refund.
week. Super Sunday will be observed
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Bible ClasSchool will be at 10 a.m.
Calvary Temple
from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
p.m.
5:30
with a goal of 178 in Sunday School
and
a.m.
9
at
be
ses will
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Leonard Claybum, pastor,
and Saturday.
with G.A. Ward as director at 10 am.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Lee Gamblin, pastor, wilt
will speak at-11 a.m. service. Sunday
-Christian Center
Lik
New
will
and Youth Training with DeWayne
pastor,
The David Brasher,
speak at 10 a.m. service. Janna HopkSchool will be at 10 &m.
The Rev. Mark Welch and the Rev.
Chadwick as director at 6 p.m.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6145 p.m. serins will direct the music. Sunday
the
direct
Locust Grove
will
pastors,
Welch,
Karen
First United Methodist
vices. Music will be directed by Donald
Church of Nazarene
School with Benny Herndon as super11 a.m. services.
The Rev. Joe Stroud, missionary to
Bobbie
and
Rowlett
Glenda
Smith with
The Rev. Ercel Carter, pastor, will
intendent will be at 10 a.m.
All civic organizations, services
larksey Baptist
Japan, will speak about 'Mission:
Burkeen as accompanists. Sunday
speak at 11 a.m. and 5:30 p.m serNew Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
and other groups with a
agencies,
as
Mutual Service' with scripture from
Fulkerson
School with Dwayne
vices Sunday School will be at 10
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 6
and 6:30 p.m. sera.m.
11
at
speak
10:50
service for the public are
and
or
8:30
at
message
12:1-11
Romans
director will be at 10 a.m. and Disciplea.m.
p.m. services. Sunday School with
vices. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
in the Comparticipate
a.m. services. The Rev. Re- Stockard,
to
invited
ship Training with Bill Outland as
be
will
Bethel United Methodist
Russell Moss as superintendent
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
campus minister, will be liturgist. Kim
director and Junior and Youth Choirs
Resource Fair on national
munity
Morphew, pastor,
Charles
Rev.
The
10
with
a.m.
at
School
Sunday
s.
accompanist
as
Black will direct the music with Joan
at 6 p.m.
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Greg
Russell Chapel United Methodist
Make a Difference Day, Saturday,
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
Bowker as organist. Blake Spencer will
Hazel Baptist
Miller will be song leader with Lavonia
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
Church at
Children's
and
a.m
14 from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
10
at
be
November
FoundOne
Church's
retiring
sing a solo,'The
The Rev. James T. Garland,
as pianist. Sunday School
at 9:45 a.m. service with Red
speak
Rowland
a.m.
11
will be coordinated and
fair
Chancel
The
ation' at 8:30 service. The
pastor, will give his last sermon as
will be at 10:30 a.m.
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Coldwater United Methodist
the Family Resource
by
hosted
Choir will sing an anthem, 'If With All
will
pastor at 11 a.m. service. Music will be
Northside Baptist
Brown as pianist. Sunday School
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
Your Heart,' at 10:50 service. Acolytes
Elementary.For more
East
at
directed by Gene OR Miller with OneiCenter
will
pastor,
Bevins,
Scott
Rev.
a.m.
10:45
The
at
be
Rex
will speak at 11 a.m. service.
will be Robbie Fitch and Coley Wallis.
da White and Roger Hutson as accomservices.
6
Baptist
to participate, phone
p.m.
and
or
a.m.
n
11
Providence
at
New
speak
informatio
Smith will be song leader and Jimmy
Church School will be at 9:45 a.m., a
panists. Paula Stutts and Oneida
Marvin is music director. Sunday
Odell Colson, pastor, will
Jack
Rev.
The
753-3070.
at
Center
will
the
Wilford
Beverly
pianist.
as
Wilson
5:30
potluck meal will be served at
White will sing solos and the Church
School will be at 10 a.m.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
direct children's church. Sunday
p.m. and Rev. Stroud will show slides
Choir will sing 'A Spirit Medley. This
Ledbetter Baptist
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
School with Tim Barrett as director will
of his work in Japan.
will be Super Sunday for Sunday
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will
Independence United Methodist
a.m.
10
at
be
director
as
Eastwood Baptist
School with Chuck Williams
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
The Rev. Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
Murray Church of God
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 6
at 9:45 a.m. A potluck dinner in honor
Ti a.m. service with Patricia
Tommy Bogard will be song leader
at
speak
at
speak
will
pastor,
Lipford,
J.H.
Dr.
the
p.m. with the Rev. Jim Owens,
of Rev. and Mrs. Garland will follow
School
Sunday
and Genie Sheppard, pianist. Sunday
pianist.
as
Lassiter
Marie
services.
p.m.
6
and
10 &m.
: the morning worship. No evening serRev. Randolph Allen and the Revent
superintend
as
Coy
School will be at 10 a.m.
Howard
with
Danwith
music
the
Upford will direct
Bruce Huff as ministers. Sunday
vices will be conducted.
Victory Baptist
will be at 11 a.m.
pianist.
as
McGrew
ny
Grove
South Pleasant
School will be at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Steve Todd, pastor, will
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Mission
Baptist
Murray
First Presbyterian
United Methodist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
The Rev. David Parker, pastor, will
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
Robert Valentine will speak about
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
The Choir
service.
a.m.
11
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
at
speak
Bible
service.
p.m.
2:45
at
speak
'Does the Lord Love a Fighter?' at speak about 'A Christian Response'
Sharon
Baptist
G.
and
Coles
Street
Karen
Chestnut
with
will
sing
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
p.m.
2
Study will be at
10:45 a.m. service. Elder Terry Forewith scripture from Matthew 6:14;
The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, will
Myatt as accompanists. Sunday
Baptist
Springs
YEAR. Early surrender
ONE
Ferguson
Doug
Chancel
service.
The
a.m.
liturgist.
man will be
18:23-25 at 10:45
speak at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. services
School with Jeff Thorne as director will
will
pastor,
Stom,
Darvin
Rev.
The
charges apply.
Kathy
Choir will sing an anthem, 'Jubilate
Crafton will direct the music with
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
speak at 11 a.m. -Old Fashion Day' be at 10 a.m.
minimum)
Deo with Pat Bomba as choir director
Erwin and Tommy Gaines as accomBaptist
Flint
service. Roy Skinner will direct the
and organist. Assisting will be Donald
panists. The Choir will sing 'I See
pasMcPherson,
Ronnie
Rev,
The
accompanas
Stom
Vivian
music with
Fleming, Jerry Falwell and Karen FalJesus," Assisting will be Rubena
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
ist. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.,
well Church School will be at 9:30
Wade, Naomi Dunn, Hazel Lee Boyd,
services. Music will be directed by
singgospel
and
noon,
at
meal
potluck
party
Halloween
and
a.m. and Church-wide
Holmes Dunn, Ronnie Jackson
Tilghman Barrow Joe Dale Curd. Gina
ing with Peace from Wickliffe in
at 6 p.m.
Jerry Veazey. Acolytes will be Stacy
Brandon and Karon Johnson will be
afternoon.
Westside Baptist
INSURANCE
Keel and Erica Hill, Sunday School will
s. Sunday School with Bill
accompanist
Methodist
United
Palestine
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
be at 9:45 a.m., Bible Study and
a.m.
10
at
be
will
director
as
Bailey
will
pastor,
The Rev. Calvin Clark,
speak about 'Christian Involvement in
UMYF at 6 p.m. and Adult and Youth
and Disciple Training with Edward
Same Rate Available On
speak at 11 a.m. service. Mary Conner
America's Life' at 10:30 a.m. service.
Choir at 7 p.m.
Chapman as director at 6 p.m.
ChildFaye
with
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
music
the
direct
will
Alan Miller will speak at 6 p.m. service.
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
Grace Baptist
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
ress as pianist. Sunday School with
Tommy Scott will direct the music with
Cars
le
A+ (SUPERIOR)
Dependab
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson, paspastor,
Hated:
•Clean,
The Rev. Charles Morphew,
Jimmy Burkeen as director will be at
Patsy Neale and Sharma Scott as
tor, will speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. and
Sunday
service.
Rates
a.m.
11
For
at
speak
Us
will
.Call
10 a.m.
accompanists. The Adult Choir will 6 p.m. services. The pastor's morning
School with Joel Jackson as superinEmmanuel Baptist
sing 'Cancelled/Worthy with Reid Hall
topic will be 'Truth and Error' with
tendent will be at 10 a.m.
will
pastor,
Fayard,
Cecil
Rev.
The
Jonas soloist and Janice Morgan and
scripture from I John 4:1-6. Kevin
West Murray Church of Christ
Confirmed'
Truth
'The
about
East Main St.
speak
ruler Langford will sing solos at mornRudicil will direct the music with
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
at
2:1-10
Galatians
from
with scripture
753-4461
ing hour. Stanley and Lydia Puckett Dwane Jones and Susan Jones as
about 'Mistakes about Christ and His
11 a.m. service and about 'Joseph A
will sing a duet and Andrea Taylor will
and
service,
sing
a.m.
will
10:50
at
Downey
Church'
Amy
Type of Christ' at 6:30 p.m. service.
give a testimony at evening hour. Dea- accompanists.
at 8:30 and Terry Coalman at 11 a.m.
Ernest Hendricks will direct the song
about 'Importance of Singing' at 6
cons of the week will be Jim Neale and
be
ordinance of baptism will
service with Caroline Allbritten and
p.m. service. Song leader will be Jeff
David Smotherman. This will be 'Sup- The
observed at 6 p.m. service. Ortis
Jane Buchanan as accompanists.
Williams. Bible classes for all ages will
er Sunday' with a high attendance
Guthrie will be deacon of the week.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
be at 10 a.m.
goal for Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
will be at 9:45 a.m.,
School
Sunday
Salem Baptist
Mike Moody, missionary to Montana,
Christ
of
Church
Glendale Road
Adult
and
a.m.
Children's Church at 11
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 pain; Sal. & Sun. 12 p.ffc.-5 p.m.
The Rev. John Sheppard, pastor,
will present a lesson on missions at 6
John Dale, minister, will speak
p.m.
5
at
rehearsal
Ulfp.m.
7
Choir
and
a.m.
11
p.m.
at
speak
will
about 'Talk the Talk AND Walk the
Moccasins & Southwestern
Lake-Land Apostolic
vices. Bobby Fain will direct the music
St. John's Episcopal
Walk' with scripture from James
of Union
Decor Items
Sanders
Edward
Lamb
Rev.
Shirley
and
The
with Denise Windsor
2:14-18 at 9 a.m. service and about
A special homecoming Holy EucharSchool will
Sunday
s.
accompanist
as
with
a.m.
10:30
at
ist will be celebrated
$11.99
$7.99 Sweat Shirts
be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship TrainT-Shirts
Fr. Andre Trevathan as celebrant and
p.m.
6
ing
at
preacher. A potluck meal will follow.
Including Transfer-In Store 20 Sec.
First Assembly of God
Assisting will be Frank Blodgett, Ted
will
pastor,
Henley,
Jerry
Rev.
The
Large Selection Transfers-Incl. Murray St., U.K.
Vaughn and Barbara Malinauskas.
and the Rev.
service
a.m.
11
at
speak
or
service
a.m.
8
no
Ph, 753-9546
be
There will
Hwy. 94 E (3 miles E. of Murray)
Jacques Vernaud, missionary to Zaire,
Church School.
at 6 p.m. service. Sunday School will
Sugar Crook Baptist
be at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor, will
Sinking Spring Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Rev. Russell Miller, pastor, will
The
with
music
Installation
the
direct
will
Miller
Jack
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
at
speak
Kelso
Karen
pianist.
Patty Harris as
and Service
Dwayne Barrow will direct the music
will have children's church. Sunday
with Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb
School with Harold Wyatt as director
as accompanists. Sunday School will
will be at 10 a.m.
be at 10 a.m.
First Christian
Oak Grove Baptist
The Tulsa Team will present the
"We Also Do Window Tinting."
The Rev. Steve Harper will speak at
By James H. Cain
sermon at 10:45 a.m. service. Randy
Jimmy
services.
p.m.
7
and
11
a.m.
Santos will sing a special selection.
Key will direct the song service with
Lee Kem will be organist/choir direcDowney as pianist. Sunday
Jennifer
Ridley,
Mike
be
will
tor. Assisting
Dan Billington as director
with
School
BailMcNutt,
Corinne
Andrea Woods,
a.m. and Youth Group
10
be
at
will
AusFaye
ey Gore, Frances McKeel,
and Choir at 6 p.m.
I. Yesterday is part of forever.
tin, Krista Crass, Ruth Daughaday,
Poplar Spring Baptist
Joyce Evans, Betty Gore, Bob Salley,
2. Every moment is the right one to be kind.
Dennis Norvell, pastor. will
Rev.
The
ZimAl
and
meet.
Ticknor
mountains
Bill
and
Stanley,
men
Dale
3. Great things are done when
and 11 a.m. services
8.30
at
speak
will
Time
Prayer
Bird
Early
merman.
4. Sometimes the fellow who says he is busy is just confused.
Lester, associate
Clint
Rev.
the
and
at
School
Sunday
be at 8:45 a.m.,
pastor, at 6 p.m. service. Mark Hardi5. By the time you think tomorrow will never come, it's yesterday.
and Senior High
Junior
and
a.m.
930
son will direct the music. Sunday
6. Poise: That noble characteristic one has which gives him the
at 5 p.m.
School with Marty Futrell as director
Methodist
ously.
United
inconspicu
ease
Shepherd
at
ill
be
Good
to
ability
will be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship
pastor,
difference
Denton.
Richard
of
deal
Rev.
The
7.Sooner or later in life one learns there is a great
Training with Nelson Waldrop as directhe
and
service
will speak at 11 a.m.
between making a suggestion and making a decision.
at 6 p m.
tor
now
and
Rev Bill Hart, former pastor

area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, OCL 25,
Various

Slow ticket sales cause
concert to be cancelled

Organizations
invited to fair

EARN
6.25%

FARM
BUREAU

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

Holland Motor Sales

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

Cherokee Trading Post

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

7534563

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Worship With Us

0

ce

0
8u.
tr)
vu

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
8 Oa.

Hwy. 121 North • 750-11164
Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat

Rib-Eye Steak

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

'3.95

$3.95

S3H3N111 3111d

FISH. SEAFOOD • BAR-B-0- SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

Saturday & Sunday

Country Ham Breakfast $3.15

IT.
ISVANIGE10 • HOIMONIIS • 0-8-131/8 - 0009V3S -HSI

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

There's room to grow in
this 4 hr. 2 ba home on a
11111111111111130 sloping
wooded lot. It's
quietly and conviently
located near everything
you need for comfortable family living. Let us
show you its custom oak
be.
cabinets and unique
floor plan. Call Koppered Realty at 753-1222 for your
showing today. $83,500. MLS *4399.

Li

Transportation Available • Call 753-5019 after 4 p.m.

Every Sunday, We Are On

WSJP Live 6:00 p.m.

k

Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

SCOTT'S GROVE
RCH
BAPTIST CHU
Murray

Kopperud Realty
711 \Lim

"I.

, *

.•
•

Hwy. 641 North,

;St
•

•

411,

L'

, •-

•.,

#

.

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

1.6„,'w,„i

,
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

Deadlines

010
020
025
030
040
050

NIP1.01 \IF \ j

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
090

100
110

FARMERS MARKET

Farm Equipment

190
370
390
400
550

Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies

Produce
Feed & Seed

010

130

Want To Buy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
1717
Sewing Machines
180
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210...
Musical
220
T.V. & Radio
260
Pets 8,c Supplies
380
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
410
For Trade
540
Free Column
560
Wanted
570
Miscellaneous
240

300
310
320
330
340

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent

360

For Rent or Lease

280
285

250
290
530

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

365
420
430
440
450
460

For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Motorcycles

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Calloway County Fiscal Court
Invitation To Bid
Sealed bids will be received on or before
November 10, 1992 by 1:00 p.m.in the office
ofJudge/Executive George H.Weak,for(21)
twenty-one voting machines to be sold as
scrap. These voting machines having been
declared obsolete and surplus by the Calloway County Fiscal Court. The Fiscal Court
reserves the right to accept or reject any and
all bids.
George H. Weeks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

753-6910
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
'1.:ctfo'cra
,

ALLIANCE
•
,
1-800-334-1203
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads. sandwiches
gyros Open at year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119
Tues
1-800-649-3804

The Calloway County Fiscal Court, Murray,
Kentucky, will accept bids to purchase (2)
two dump trucks. Trade-ins to be considered. Bids to be returned by November 10,
1992 at 1:00 p.m., to the office of Judge/
Executive George H.Weaks in the Calloway
County Courthouse.
The Fiscal Court reserves the right to accept
or reject any or all bids. Specifications are
available in office of the Judga/Executive
George H. Weaks in the Calloway County
Courthouse.
George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

020
Notice

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 153-2255

AGE It?
Unless still in School
College, their
or
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age
Our most popular Mart Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
free infor-

;
4
Is Appreeiatitia

Words cannot express our thanks and
appreciationfor all the
acts of kindness
shown us during the
death ofour dem loved
one,Ruby Lee Oakky.
The words of comfort
and visits,food, beautiful flows, the
many prayers meant
so much to us. A special thanks to Bro.
Copeland
Iloward
and Bro. Randolph
Allen for their words
of comfort. Thanks to
Blalock-Colrman
Calloway Co. Hospital for their every act
of kindness.
God bless you all.
The family of
Ruby Lee Oakley

The family of
Mary Rule acknowledges with
grateful appreciation your kind
of
expression
sympathy.

LOST! October 14th a
Murray Circus moonwalk.
pair of girls shoes, Stride
Rite, black booties, size 11
759-1515

YOUR Al)
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Come By Or Fax Resume To

1-800-264-9482
ROUTE SALES
GOOD PAY!
GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food
company is looking for mature, personable and aggressive
salespeople who want more out of life than a salary and are
willing to work hard 13 achieve success
You can earn a high income per year You will be supplied with
everything you need to succeed, expenses to operate your
route and complete raining.
'Advancement Potential 'Profit Sharing
*No Investment
•Incentives
'Insurance
You must be at least 21 years old and have a good awing/
e.iruioyment record Interested'? For an appointment, call 1803-336-7569

mation call:
Ac

Equo C4pOrunity Errcaoyat

US

.
'Ins local clam 111r.1141

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Mom open at G-001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY $4 west 10 -bhany Robertsor Road
to Six Here Rossi right on Sq. Hsi* Road

mtla

Of-if-AWAY OR

P0 Box 1033

Murray

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates. ben

efts, and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

4 companies
7 companies

NURSING HOME INSURANCE fi companies
3 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUMES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business

Insurance Agency
McConnell 7153-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Bev. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

Rent
or
Trade
Buy
or
Sell
Classifieds
has
it
lowesm•
ADOPTION Imsicent d.
voted couple most anxious
to pow* love and a wonderiul
future to your newborn AM
legei. medical and riving
expenses pod List us help
you 1-80D-643-3646

2

8.00

18.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

34.00 32.00

40.00 41.00 60.00 64.00

8"

9"

10"

40.00 45.00 50.00
72.00 80.00

80.00 90.00 100.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 10.00 70.00

4

15.00 30.00 46.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

'

11.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 128.00 144.00 182.00 180.00

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 180.00 110.00 200.00

110

rates. For

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

10.00

Want
To Buy

Articies
For Salo

ANTIQUES by the pace or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

LOWRY organ, $400 Bedroom suite wdresser, mirror and chest of drawers, 2
mattresses, $150
437-4087

Help
Wanted

Has immediate opening for experienced copy machine technician $9.25
plus an hour. Company car, health
insurance, paid vacation and holidays.

SON OR DAUGHTER

5.00

7"

4"

251 per word $5.00 minimum lit day.
64 per word per day for each additional consecutive day
into Shopping Guide.)
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. ClassiNda go ads
$2.00 extra for blind box

Boats 8c Motors

204 West Washington Street
Paris, TN 38242

Look who
is 18
Brian Provine
Happy Birthday

1

6'
5"

3"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

Office Concepts, Inc.

Calloway County Fiscal Court
Invitation To Bid

2"

n

Card

Lowest rates in
town

I"

Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars

CI Beaks

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car

Days

TRANSPORTATION

030

INVITATION TO
The City of Murray will accept bids for
One tandem axle truck chassis
One satellite refuse vehicle
One refuse packer body
These items ofequipment are to be used by
the Murray Public Works& Utilities Sanitation Division. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's Office,5th & Poplar Streets,
Murray,Kentucky.Sealed bids should be so
marked and in the City Clerk's Office by 4
p.m, Wednesday November 11, 1992.

Ottl

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run. 60% Diseotutt 3rd Run.
IAD 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dry Penod
$1.75 par column inch extra for Thasclay.

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230

Sales

Leo
Nodes

753-1713

tERective Jan 2, 1991

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

ntn

VCR Service
dWard-Elkins

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

3111.:1WiLANDI`s1
For Sale Or Trade

ANNOUNCE MEN 1 •-•

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
of their ado
Advertisers ars requested to chock the first insertion
for
responsible
be
will
Times
•
Lodger
Murray
for any error. The
reported immedionly one incorrect Insertion. Any error should be
ately so corrections oan be made.

METHODIST
AN METHODIST HOSPITAL Of MCKENZIE

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST/
MEDICAL LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN
Part-time, full-time and weekend openings now
available. Must have • valid TN license. If
interested, please contact:

Joyce Hamilton
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-6344
z.ox.

Long time Calloway County residents desire
to employ a mature, dependable couple for
general farm laborer and housekeeper duties.
The farm laborer duties include daily feeding
and overseeing of livestock operation, maintenance of pastures, fences and resident
grounds, as well as related farm duties. The
housekeeper duties include routine cleaning
of residence and assisting with yardwork. On
site living accommodations provided plus
salary.
Interested couples should apply, with references included, to: Farm Couple, P.O. Box
1207, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

............,..-7..-,wwirealle11111111111
111'. • 6.
Ad,
el.ls
`.!
144tkoJ

:j

RARE
OPPORTUNITY
based
Tennessee
Corporation expanding in the Murray
Area. Looking tor a
person with management potential.
$40,000.00
Excellent training provided. For a career
opportunity with a
leader in its field. Call
Mr. Hutchinson at
800-489-9268 Ext.
309.
R.0.1. 90 days

BUILDING lot wanted prefer water, sewer and gas
Call 753-5945 after 5pm

MACINTOSH Hsi compuCASH paid 101 good, used ter, 3 meg ram, 40 meg
rifles, shotguns, and pis- hard drive, 13' color monitols. Benson Sporting tor, Apple extended keyGoods, 519 S 12th, board. Excellent condition,
virtually new. Best price
Murray
901-642-5428.
furniantique
and
USED
ture, glass, tools, quilts NEW Theradyne wheelchair, call 753-8025
474-2262, 901-642-6290
150

Articles
For Sole

PARKER Ford Lincoln Mercury has new heavy duty oil
barrels for sale $6 each
Cal 753-5273

T DOUGLAS Fir artificial
x-rnas tree, used once. Coffee table 753-3677

RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUARANTEED! To kill rats and
55 OR older for office work
mice. Available at Murray
20 hours per week, miniASHLEY-Sahara wood
Value Home and Auto
True
mum wage Must meet instove, glass front, catalytic
North Side
come guidelines Applica- LPN or experienced CMA
blower, 1 year Hardware,
converter
tions at West Kentucky Al- for Neurology practice old Call 436-2533 leave Shopping Center, Murray,
KY.
lied Services, 607 Poplar, opening in November. Re- message
Murray.
quires excellent basic nursSMALL dog house, good
ing skills, detailed charting ASHLEY wood furnace,
very
CLERK for day shift, abilities, and a definite in- 100,000 BTU, 3 years old, for Cocker or smaller,
6arn-2pm. Must be avail- terest in patient educabon/ excellent condition. Wood sturdy and weather resisable for weekend shift support projects. Non- splitter Tractor, hydraulic tant. After 5pm, 753-0516.
Apply in person, Roper's smoker Reply with resume operated. 753-3705.
SMALL lot of rare naturally
Donut Shop, 1409 Main St. and salary requirement to
weathered oak boards,
ASHLEY wood burning
Murray.
P.O Box 1040-T, Murray,
some 75 years old. 1 inch
stove, excellent condition,
thick; 4,6, arid 8h. lengths.
CLERK needed part-time KY
$160. Also storm doors and
753-6567.
for local service dept Must NEEDED self-motivated windows. 492-8790.
be good typist and enjoy person for Accounts ManaSOLO Flex for sale, $550 or
working with people Com- ger trainee Sales and de- BOGARD trucking and ex- best offer. Call 753-8477
top
haul
We
inc
cavating,
puter experience helpful. livery included Apply in
ask for Bob.
soil, gravel, fit dirt, white
Please send resume to person. Colortyme, 408 N
759-1828.
rap.
rock, rip
TIMOTHY horse hay
P0 Box 1040-R, Murray, 12th, Murray
435-4201 after 6pm
KY
COMPLETE telephone
DO you need a JOB, or do OFFICE Manager for new system with eight phones. 2 WHEAT straw, $1.50/bale.
you need heap in making medical practice opening in decks, secretary, chairs, 3 489-2436. if no answer
positive advances for the November. Experienced, typewriters, all priced for leave message on
future'? We have 22 JOB detailed, organized person quick sale 759-1880 machine
OPENINGS for people be- proficient with bookkeep- 8 30am-4:30prn.
WOOD stove for sale, good
tween tie ages of 16-22 ing, computer entry, third COMPUTER Technology condition, $75. 753-1265.
busiall
arid
claims,
party
years, if you are not in
Plus offers: Computer
school Call 7519378 five ness procedures. Non- courses; business, private FULLY remote Pioneer 65
resume
days a week between smoker. Reply with
instruction, including CAD watt receiver and dual cassette deck. 2 Pioneer 120
8 00am-3 00pm We are an and salary requirement to programs. 759-9158.
watt speakers, paid $735 at
EOE This protect is funded P 0 Box 1040-5, Murray,
CORN fed beef by the quar- Walmart, $350 takes all
by tie Western Kentucky KY
Private Industry Council- XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ter, half or whole Exti- 759-1512
mated 240-300 lbs /side
JTPA.
x DOLL NOOSE x hanging weight at $1.25Ab
CAFE
EXPERIENCED tube arid X
X Hauling and custom prov
Exotic Dancers
light repair technician Will
cessing at inspected faciliHwy. 71 East Paris, Tenn. A ties can be arranged. We
consider training the right
size bed, Sealy Postindividual Apply in person X Mon..Sat. 2.12 Midnight X grow our beef from birth KING
box springs and
urepedic
X
101-6424297
Service
X
Motors
Purdom
ID
and know it is some of the mattress, extra firm, 5
Department
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX best Your inspection welyears old, spotless HeadFULL time maintenance WANTED barmaids wait- comed. Clark, Locust board, dark wood, 4 years
person needed for early resses, dancers, $500 plus Grove Church Rd. old. Viii sacrafice, need
morning shift Apply in per- weekly Doll House Cafe, 753-6567.
space. 753-0926
son at McDonalds, Murray. Paris, TN 642-4297, 4-12
FISHER 2-door woodburn- MOVING! Have for sale,
ing fireplace, included is nice sofa, matching loveHELP WANTED. Sewing
screen firebrick chimney seat, television, full size
machine operators. Apply
090
adapter, $150. 436-5288. bedding, bed frame, and
in person, Safe Guard
Mamba
America, Inc. 700 N. 4th,
LET us make your clothes, chest Call 759-9878 or
Wanted
Murray. Working hours,
alter and repair. Uniforms 753-7726.
6'45am-3 15pm. Benefits
and sportswear, rentals,
BABYSITTING in my gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
available
NEWS BARGAIN BIN
home Experience in public See and Sew, Country
1109 Pogue Ave.
HOUSE Inspectors No day care and private care
Square, 1608 N. 121, Mur759-9940
exp necessary Will train
References 753-3869 at
753-6981
ray
Clean Used Fumitufe,ApUp to $800 wkly Call ter 6pm
pliances and lAsc Items
219-769-6649, ext 1-1-239,
Use Our Layaway Plan
COLLEGE student looking NEW computer for sale,
9arn to 9prn, 7 dais
Now Ranting Nintendo
for odd yobs Weekdays mini desk top style, 286-20
MHZ. 5'/. and 34 with
LEGAL Secretary Prior law and weekends available
office experience pre- Experienced in many H D 5001 focus, 101 key190
board and mouse plus corferred Knowledge of Word areas 753-6503
Farm
sysComplete
monitor!
vus
Perfect a must Send reEquipment
for
looking
is
progstudent
of
lots
GIRL
tem,$650, with
sume and cover letter to
or ramming Call 753-1655
FORD C-40 uniloader,
P0 Box 1040-P. Murray, roommate that has apt
753-6291
house to share
753-3705
KY 42071
after 4pm

A

PARK RANGERS Game
wardens, security, maintenance etc No exp nacos
say For information call
219-7696649. ext 7159,
Barn-8pm, 7 days

COUPLE WANTED FOR GENERAL
FARM/HOUSEKEEPER DUTIES

s ••
}V;if
•
1
lifL2:

SALES Insurance Proles
sone! wanted Join a leading company with 1 Established renewals for income
and leads 2 Complete expense paid training 3 Merit
promotions 4 Guaranteed
income to start 5 Comprehensive benefit package furnished To qualify
you must have 1 Experience and be licensed as an
acadent and health agent
2 A competitive and aggressive track record 3
Access to a reliable car Do
you want something more
now'? For a confidential and
personal interview call
1 - 80 0 5 4 4 - 3 1 7 2 ,
8 30a m -4 30p m Ask for
Mrs Law EOE/MF

RETAIL SALES POSI
TION Need mature re
sponsibie sales person for
part time retail work Must
be able to work days and be
willing to work some
weekends and some nights
during holidays Apply in
person to Pier 1 Imports,
Chestnut Street on M. W, F
from IIDO to 500
WANTED 100 people to
lose weight now 100% natural, no willpower required 100% guaranteed
Call 502-564-8730

SENIOR lady wants only
temporary yobs, medical
billing, proof reader, bindery. cashier, waitress,
cleaning, etc Temporary
yobs only Am interested in
doing whatever you may
need in temporary help
Cal 436-2252
SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates 437-4064
WILL clean houses in
Hazel area 492 8887
WILL stay with sick, elderly
anytim• References
753-4590
100

1495,f-r•'
;
: •
66.

•

t.

&mimes
Opportunity
HIGH volume service sus
bon for Nese 783-0212

Room At The Top
to promotion in the Graves/Calloway

Due
County area 4 openings exist now for young

minded persons in the local branch ofa large
sales organization. If selected you will be
given 3 weeks classroom training in Nashville. We provide complete company benefits. Major medical, dental and savings
plan. Starting income $400-6500 per week
depending on ability and qualifications. All
promotions are based on merit not seniority.
To be accepted you need•pleasant personality, ambitious sporta minded and eager to
get ahead. Must be 21 or older. Have 12th
grade or better. Bo free to start work
immediately. We are particularly interested
in those with leadership ability who are
looking for a geniune career opportunity.
Phone to arrange for a personal interview.
Call Monday only 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 753-5353
ask for Philip Johnson.
Reel Oppirtseits renewir Itaksessial•

411111111.,.___
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CLASSIFIEDS
360

PORTABLE all metal hunt
wig stands for sale Can be
seen lobed up for easy
carrying 435-4307 after

5pm

PubNa
lab

For Rent
Oil....

epode
EfIMPlowil
PRIME office space for
rent, downtown, Walnut
Plaza, 2000 sq ft utilizes
included 753-8302 or
753-5870
310
Firewood

want
To Rent

A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667

FARM house or house in
country. 762-2539 days

FIREWOOD, $34 delivered 436-5598

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

Garage Sale
1711 Jokatioe Blvd.
Fri & Sat.
Oct. 23 & 24
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Set of directors
chairs, king, full
size comforters,
clothing, kitchen
utensils, bed
frames, braided
rugs & more.

NORTHWOOD storage
presendy has units available. 753-2905 for more
information.

321

Esi
Fat San
Or Law
3BR, 2 bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm

220
1, 2, 3 or 48R furnished
&taloa
apartments, nice, now university. 753-6111 daytime,
PIANO tuning and repair,
753-0606 nights
753-2099
1BR apt, partially furnPIANO tuning, expert serished &frig., some utilities
vice and repair. John paid. 753-8634.
Gottschalk, 753-9600.
1 OR 2br apts. new down!mom Murray. 753-4109.
210

•

Illecelleneoue
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U.S. and foreign
coins at Hoboes Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray. Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora).
Stamps and stamp supplies are featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray). We appraise
estates and are active buyers of coins and stamps.
Call 502-753-4161.

ed-

s, 2
i0

neg
onicirayion,
ice.

eel-

1 ROOM efficiency apartment, very near MSU,
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9896
2BR duplex, carport, outside storage, appl. turn
;shed, economical heat
pump system, no pets, deposit required. $400/mo.
753-3778 or 753-7947.
28R duplex with carport,
w/d hook-up, $325/mo.
498-8977

Aer
you
ach

Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigator
D.B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite 8102,
Murray, 753-2641

ENARand
Tray
4uto
tide
rray

270
Mobile
Homes For tlele
12x65, 3br, 3500 obo.
436-2749.

pood
very
psis
516

rally
irds,
inch
;ths

500r
3477

lay
bale
swer
on
lood
265
r65
CaS -

120
35 at
all

Ii
'oet
and
5
eadBars

ieed
sale.
oresize
and
30.

f

HORSES Bay A Arab
gelding, ten years, 14 1
HH,$650 For lease, registered OK bay mare, 15.1
HH, 6 years, has been
shown. Equipment also for
sale. 753-1901 after
3:30pm
HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545. 759-1823,
753-6763.

Pets
$ Siaspfise
AKC Chow puppies, shots
and wormed. 488-2043.
COCKER Spaniel puppies,
black. 502-328-8715.
FREE puppies, lab mix, 7
weeks old. 436-5373
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858.

NEW 2br duplex, carport,
appliances, gas heat, deck.
$400/mo. 753-7457.

12x70, 2br, 1 bath, must be
moved, $3800. 753-5889.
1975, 12x70, NICE 2br,
bath, with many extras, recently redecorated, must
sell 753-1410

NEW 2br duplex, fenced
backyard, w/d hook-up and
appliances, $385/mo.
492-8393

1979 MOBILE home, 3br, NEW large 2br, utility room,
1'4 baths, 14x70 washer gas water heater/heat, low
and dryer, window air con- utilities, appliances, depoditioner, nice front and rear sit, $390/mo. Call after
decks All for $6500. Seen 5pm, 753-8828.
by appointment only.
545-3345_
1984 FLEETWOOD,
14x60, large garage, large
lot, recently remodeled
Must set, make an offer'
753-5155
1985, 14x70, 3br, 14
baths, good condition.
753-4382 days. 753-3590
nights.

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 8 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO.

UNIQUE 2br duplex, woodburning fireplace, large
deck, garage and many extras. $450/mo. After 5pm,
1988 CLAYTON 14x60, 753-3742.
2br, single bath, appliances Nice 437-4702
3.10
after 8pm
Hawse
For Rae
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath,
home electric services. 200
stove, refrigeracarpeted,
amp $375. 100 amp $325.
tor, freezer, central h/a, w/d
435-4027.
hook-up, no pets. $360/mo.
$300 deposit. 759-1265.
2110
2BR, w/d hook-up, near
Mobile
downtown, no pets, referHomes For Rent
ences and deposit re3br,
Of
2
SHADY Oaks quired 753-8463.
electnc or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209 3BR, 2 bath, newly decorated, $400/mo. 701 Broad
SUITABLE for two or three St. 753-8767.
Hills
Missing
people, new
Resort in New Concord 38R house, 1604 Main St,
Rent $175/mo plus depo- central gas heat, a/c,
$450/mo, on campus
sit 436-2650 after 5pm.
753-6111 days, 753-0606
nights
Mobile
H0016 Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village,
available now $75/mo., includes water Gateman RE,
753-9898

4 BR brick home in Murray
for rent, $375/mo.
753-4509.
51311, 2 bath house, 302 N
8th. 3br, 1639 Miller
492-8225.

4 CAR clean-up shop, office, paved lot, air
753-4509

FRESH & CLEAN 3br, 1
bath, central (gas) heating
and cooing, double carport For lease $450/mo
Deposit and references
Bob Perrin, RE/MAX,
753-7653. Evenings,
753-3509.

FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612

LARGE 4br house, gas
heat, new carpet paint and
wallpaper, 603 Sycamore,
$450/ino 753-8767

3M1

Business
Rentals

Yard Sale
1506 Chaucer Dr.
Sat. Oct. 24th
7 Lm.- 12:00

Rain or Shine
1979 Ford Fiesta - $400.00,
rice
chidren's
venter
clones; go sa• 4, boys
sae 6 & 7 mans, kill pnk
dolor* set, nice women's
enter dotes site 7, crock
pet & other mac.

Auction
Oct. 31

Garage Sale
Sat., Oct. 24
8 ant to?
Meadows
Misty
Subdivision - South
of Oaks Country
Club, Robirnvood
Dr. Box 1011 off
Oaks C.C. Road.
dishes,
Novelties,
glasses, rugs, linens
& more.

CARPORT
SALE

House, Cabins
and Lots
1 mi. from
Kenlake State
Resort Park.
Watch next weeks
paper for details.
502-365-3723

1606 Loch Lomond
Drive
Sat., Oct. 24
8 ant-2 p.m.
machine,
Rowing
toys, men & women
clothing, dishes and
more.

Yard Sale

Carport
Sale

307 SO. 11th

Sat.,

Oct. 24

1710 Magnolia
Drive
Sat., Oct 24, 1992
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Baskets, pillows, pictures, fumiture, home
accessories.

8 a.m.
Men,women & infants
clothes, lots of coats,
some hunting clothes,
bedspreads, curtains,
odds & ends.

2-Party

4 Party
Yard Sale

Yard Sale
1013 Sharpe
Oct. 23-24
Fri. & Sat.
Old quilt blocks, quilt
tops, cook books, quilt
scraps & other material,
mens suits, nurses uniforms, oak accessary
table, wicker elephant
housewares,
table,
tools & much more.

Rain or Shine
Inside Garage
Fit & Sat.
Free Nee Concord tie Huy.
444 Is fire hare es Mt
1980 VW Rabbit, 1976 LaSaxe Buidi, answering
Use, miner, attains, mane& N.D. vice,
'sr 100 porcelain Beam
betide,Isms lades & mine
clothing, lots of misc.
isms.

PSI Garage Sale
416 South
8th St.
Oct. 24, 1992
8-10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Many items Multi Party
raffle tickets on
Ray Harm
Print.

6 Party
Yard Sale

Nearly new home in town. reamer SR suite plus 2
BR wnarge closets, central gas heat, cathedral
ceilings. attractive decorations, oak cabinets,
deck acmes beck, private fenced yard. fireplace
$109.600. 758-1362 or 750-4116 after 800.

p.

204 Woodlawn

Bete house car seat,
booster seat, hole pris
clothes & shoes, wider
furniture, paces& char,
bedspread & curtains, exercise bike, bicycle, bill,
books, men 8 warms
clothes & much more
Canal A ran

Multi-Family

Yard Sale
503 Meadow Lane
Sat, Oct 24
6:30 a.nt-12 Noon
Rain or Shine

8 a.m.-2 p.m.

knacks, clothes sizes infant to adult, and more.

Garage Sale

Huge
Yard Sale

Saturday Only
October 24th
8 a.m.-7
Located 4 miles fest oft 94 on
fActiougel Read bid hews
WI (while eidinio)games
behlnd hetes Reich is
219m1
Something so everyone. Lois
of bras clothing sirs 12-20
earls siaeleem, coals, name
brand jeafill & dui parts as
boy 1410 Mena 28 roe,men
wormers cloddy, be di max

Yard
Sale
Sat, Oct 24
am.-12 Only
1505 Oxford Dr.
Toys, boys & girls
clothing & much,
much more!

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
D-4 Fox Meadows
Trailer Court,S.16th
St
Sat, Oct 24
8X00-2:00
ashes,
Clothes,
books, misc.
If rain cancelled.

GARAGE
SALE

Yard Sale

2205 Quail
Creek Dr.
(Gatesborough Bob.)
Sear, Radial Sow, teak, ierl.
party peak. Idtifien llama
barge-els leemen's *Wee.
teen-egs We 'iodise, hocks.
chandelier & ethiselleneees
Mena.

C 1 , ck,

Saturday. October 21
7 a.m

1624 N. 16th Ert
Fri. & Sat
Oct 23 & 24
8 zrn.-4 p.m.

Sat., Oct. 24

2 Family
Yard Sale
1625 Sunset
Drive
Murray
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 23 & 24
8:00 - ?

2-Family
Yard Sale

Milk can, puzzles,
electrical/electronic
gact9etrY arid Pans,
tables, dishes, knick

Infant & children's
clothing for boys
and girls, misc.
items.

12th & Olive

ty
.w
.53

YARD
SALE

Lots of womens
clothes, kids toys &
clothes 2-4T.

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7:00 a.m. -?

(“i'

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Church turn left and
follow signs.
Sat., Oct 24th
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Clothes, coats, bys,
dishes, small electric
dryer & misc.

813 Guthrie Dr.
Sat., Oct. 24

,orc (I by C.illoty
tipon,
(iirls 8. Boy. SOccer Tr.

ire

Yard Sale
121 S. Witt Cannel

512 Beale St.
Sat., Oct. 24
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

YARD SALE

ty
into
th
irk
ad

Antique WOW to plaspop
table4 dam INA ratbe lit
sae pone* derwaha
poem war. Peens tans,
cierhismhoet rani binds ani
aken mom

Sat, Oct 24th
8:00-1:00
504 S. 9th St

380

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

28S

ay
rig
go
be
.hin its
ek

Livestock
& Supplies

DUPLEX, 1909 B. Westwood, 21x, lease, no pets,
$300 plus deposit.
762-6343 or 1-527-7382.

NEW 2br duplex, all appliances. ublity room, central gas heaVair, $425/mo
753-9302 leave message

1505 Danbury
Sat, Oct 24
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sun., Oct 25
1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Yard Sale

370

CONDO style apartment's.
Like new. University view.
Quiet area. Appliances,
central gas heat and air,
$425/mo.
garage
753-8096 or 753-2633.

250

3 Party
Carport Sale

Fut&
fele

121 to 299 N. 11/4
miles N. of Kirksey
Oct. 23-24
8 a.m. until ?
Tools, household,
clothes. C.B., portable refngeralor.

809 N. 19th St.
Oct.24,7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Oct 25, 12-5 p.m.
Everything from A b
induding furniture, err conditioner, TV., clothes,
treadmill, exercise bikes,
housewares & Oct
753-3807

Parking
Lot Sale
Health Center Parting Lot, Corner of
7th & Olive
Sat., Oct 24
8:30 ant-Noon
Multi-family yard sale tor
real bargain hunters.
Misc , odds and ends you cant miss it!

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City we
naktral gas, cablevision, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Willy City Umits 6% simple interest financing available
753-5841 or 753-1566.

Farms
For Ws
17 ACRE farm and pasture
and, old frame house with
several outbuildings, pond
and two wells 489-2740
ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres, 9 miles west of
Hazel, lots of deer and
turkey, $32,000 759-1701
360
Homes
For Sae
2 STORY home on wooded
lot, 4br, 2 bath, custom oak
cabinets, greenhouse, window arid unique floor plan,
$83,500. MLS $4399 Cal
Kopperud Realty for your
showing. 753-1222.
CONDOMINIUM. Located
in retirement capital, Murray, KY. This maintenance
free, 1300 soft, condo has
3 bedrooms, 2 baths and
spacious garage. Priced in
the low $70's. Call
502-753-1222, Kopperud
Realty

1985 JEEP Cherokee
4-door, a/c, pads, 4,
good condition. 489-2217
after 5pm.
1988 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham, burgandy
excellent condition, 58,000
miles. Contact Bill Kopperud, 753-1222 days,
753-6620 evenings.
1987 DODGE 600, auto.,
mr, ps/pb, recent engine
work $2450. 4892800.
1989 CAMARO RS, V-6,
sharp!$6200. 762-6188 after 5pm. 382-2272.
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE, Waded,sharp, 1 owner
753-5136 after 6pm
1991 CEUCA GT, loaded,
$13,500. Serious inquiries
only. 7533975.
1991 CHEVY Cavalier RS,
red, 34 xis miles.
753-4286.
1991 CHEVY Corsica LT,
4-door, air, tilt, cruise,
30,000 miles, mint condibon, $8960. 753-2799.
89 BERETTA, good cond.,
55800.753-4129.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

FREE 2 story house in REDUCED, '79 Cougar
Hazel, KY. Must be tom XR7, excellent condition,
down. Call 901-247-3957 ps/pb, auto transmasion,
air, overhavied V-8, anVfm
leave message.
tape, meg wheels,
stereo
FRESH on tie market, rice
753-9091.
$050
3br, 2 bath home iv/central
gas heat and central air, lg.
detached garage w/
workshop and fenced yard.
Vona
MLS $4537. $51,000. Con•
tact Kopperud Realty, 1990 CHEVY Astro Van,
753-1222.
loaded, 44xxx miles, navy
and silver. 437-4902.
quiet
in
sale
HOME for
street in older section of
500
town near Murray Middle
Used
School. Home totally redeTruelle'
corated and ready for immediate occupancy, cen- 1950 FORD Fl stabbed.
tral gas heat, central Al original. Flathead V-8
electric cooling. Property recently rebuilt. Sound
also includes nice garage body. Runs great.
apt with 2 car garage. Of- 436-5383 after 5pm
fered at $75,000. Contact
Bill Kopperud, Kopperud 1979 CHEVROLET Silverado, swb, fully loaded
Realty, 753-1222.
753-6063 after 5pm
HOUSE and 5 acres, 4
miles out C/G A., 3br, 2 1990 SILVERADO pick-up,
baths, LR, OR, kitchen, FR, extended cab with fibergrec. room, large utility. lass topper, 23xxx melee
Large attached room 753-8784
Deck, 3 can garage. 24x30
outbuilding. Call 753-1279.

Steely
Ilackhon
Service
Sepik Talk a Sows

71134188
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping tree
bumming Pee re moval,ligh t
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying Free
cabman 753-0906 after
5pm, 750-9816, 753-0495
A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming. Light hauling &
odd lobs. Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke
AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing. 436-2102
ask for Paul.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
AL'S hailing, yard work,
Pee removal, mowing Free
estimates. 759-1683.
ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. References. 759-1110.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maw
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck AM
work and pans warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455i_
APPLIANCE SERVICelnklb
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE Swot= - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hailing, foundations,
etc. 759-4664
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134.
BRYON'S Lawn Service is
taking orders for tall leaf
pick-up. 753-4591.
BULLDOZING, backhoe,
septic system. Call Horace
Shotar, 354-8161 after
4Pm.
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs. Glen Bobber, 759-1247.
CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
arid etc. Excellent txoteclion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664

LONESOME HOME needs
family. 3br, 2 bath, central
(gas) heating and cooing, 1985 NOMAD 29' in excelbrick, top condition. Bob lent =nation. Many extras
' Perrin, RE/MAX,753-7653. 753-3796
CHARLIE Davidson All
Evenings, 753-3509.
1989 WINNEBAGO Wee- types of roofing and reLYNN Grove Area, 3br, 3 nor, 27', generator, a/c, pairs. Torch down rubber
bath on 2 acres, gas heat, microwave, CObr TV, awn- roofing. 753-5812.
fireplace, walk in closets, 2 ing. arsiem interior. Excel- CHIM Chine Chimney
car garage. 6 miles on 94 lent condition, 48xxx miss. Sweeps has 10% senior
Real
West on the right, Jones- $28,000 firm. 436-2261.
citizen discounts. We set
Estate
Sparkman Rd., 5th house
chimney caps arid screens
.20
BOB Haley Real Estate on the left 435-4250,
435-4191.
Bede
Sales, Appraisals, Property 753-5490
i Motors
Mgt. RE/MAX 753-SOLD
NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport,
Home Repair.
motors. 2 trolling COLSON'S
above
BOAT
2
deck,
screened
JUST Reduced! This large
Remodeling, carpentry,
759-9580.
motors.
buildstorage
pool,
commercial building has ground
painting and plumbing.
been reworked, rewired ings, nice dog kennel, on
after 5pm
436-2575
and reroofed Vacant and large lot in stella area,
CONSTRUCTION, custom
ready for your business $46,500 489-2964
framing, additions, solar
605 Maple St $48,500 evenings
greenhouses, new homes
MLS *4392 Contact KopOWNER FINANCED. Zero LICENSED for @Metric and Tripp Williams. 753-0563.
perud Realty, 753-1222.
down, $300/mo. 2br on gas. 753-7203.
KOPPERUD REALTY of- lake, nice, like new w12
fers a complete range of cornered lots, large deck
•
Real Estate services with a 753-8767.
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222
OERRYS
3.5
LOT
LAKE
CUSTOM ICITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIONG
ACRES-$7,900. Nicely BLACK 1982 Yamaha XS
All Types Of:
wooded w/access to spar- 400, good shape, $600.
kling Barkley Lake Abuts 436-5356.
Custom Woodworking
state lands Ideal homesite
w/protective covenants.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
County rd frontage w/utils.
-Drop by 8 see our showroom
Financing. Call now
401) SUNBURY MURRAY (SAnd Bunny Sad)
800-858-1323. Woodland
7S3-14140
Acres. 8:30a-8:30p.
NEW bug shields*pickand
ups and vans, foreign
MARINA/RESORT
domestic, dear and smoke
Located near Murray. Ky
tint $19 50/ea Pidt-up bed
on Kentucky Lake, this fully
mate, $34 Wee Key Auto
operating resort features 7
Parts Hity 121S 753-5500
cottages owner/caretaker
home, 32 slip boat dock
Service on all brands weld,* air corxtboners and 6 2 acres of prime
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers lakefront. Contact Kopmicrowaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
Realty,
perud
502-753-1222
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
1970 BUICK LeSabre, runs
transmission,
needs
rloator-Emorson-Brown
good,
Tappao-Kah
PROPERTY for sale, srnal
or
or large acreage 489-2161 $200 759-4617
*AN Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-7811 ask for David
after 6pm
2,
2
753-5341 or 753-1270
RE/MAX Properties Ltd. 1982 DODGE Charger
sell,
must
4-speed,
red,
Bob Perrin, Paul Daley,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird Bel- $600 759-9246.
Air Center. 502-753-SOLD. 1983 CHEVROLET Ca1-800-369-5780
price Classic, good condition. 474-2355

F APPLIANCE REPAIR I

Steellaillbritten, Inc. . .

1983 FORD Escort auto,
ps/pb, ay. cuss** good
condition
$1250.
489-2609
1983 OLDS Cutlass Supreme, new tires and
brakes, mos car 753-5194
1984 LINCOLN Mark VII
Good condition, new was,
high mileage. $2900 obo
436-2755
1984 PONTIAC Phoenix
SE, loaded, $1550.
489-2809 Mar 8pin.

WI HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papenng
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings

Robert J...ztRutherford

(502) 753-0468

-s .
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Murray State professor
given Fulbright grant

DOM ICS and microeconomics. This
A Murray State University pror, he taught international
summe
fessor has been awarded a prestiin Bregenz, Austria as part
ss
busine
gious Fulbnght grant to study,teach
ERS
WALT
ky Institute for InterLD
the
Kentuc
of
GERA
KITCHEN CABINET RE- MOBILE home set-ups Roofing. vinyl siding, pant
and conduct research in interna.
0,
l
Studies
759-257
nationa
es
estimat
Free
&
doors
COVERY existing
ing Free estimates 18 tional economics at the University
n to a full teaching load
additio
In
frames with woodgrain kw- 8arn-5pm
re
on.
Local
years experience
of the West Indies in Kingst
at the University of the West Indies,
mica, all colors Free esti- PLUABING repairman with ferences 489-2267
Jamaica, in spring 1993.
mates Wulff's Recovery same day service Call
McCoy will conduct research on the
Dr. James McCoy, an associate
GUTTERING By Sears
Murray 436-5560.
436-5255
world aluminum supply, an espeSears residential and com- professor of economics, is one of
relevant topic, since Jamaica
cially
LEAVES removed or PLUMBING
Free esti- mercial continuous gutters
1,800 Amencan educators selected
mulched Reasonable mates Affordable rate installed for your specifica
world's third largest supplier
the
is
rates. Call Professional Same day service Ai work Dons Call Sears 753-2310 for the grant. The Fulbright Prograw material - bauxite the
of
shed in 1946 under
establi
was
Lawn Care 328 8876
ram
guaranteed 492-8816
e
estimat
free
for
used to produce aluminum, McCoy
Congressional kgislation intro- said. He has studied the aluminum
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN. RAYMOND Bynum Buildction
HADAWAY Constru
duced by former Sen. J. William industry in developing countries for
ING. For all your carpet and ing Contractor 25. years
Home remodeling paint
upholstery call 753-5827 expenerioe Building and
Dr. Russell Howard, cardiologist at the Murray-Calloway County
Fulbnght of Arkansas to increase many years and wrote his doctoral
ing, wallpaper carpentry
estimates
Free
remodeling Call 753-8704 boor covering No pob too mutual understanding between the
Hospital, cuts a cake during a recent staff reception celebrating
dissertation on the topic at the
Emergency water removal anytime
the
and
States
United
the
of
2052
people
the 100th heart cateterization procedure performed at Murray small 436
University of North Carolina al
es.
countri
other
of
g
people
strippin
LOUNTERTOPS, custom
Calloway County Hospital's Heart Catheterization Lab.
SHING,
REFINI
HOME Improvement Spe
Chapel Hill in 1986.
Homes, trailers, offices custom woodworking
The Fulbright Program is admiVinyl siding. wincialist
By spending the semester teachWulff's Recovery, Murray
753-8056
dows, capons, and patio nistered by the U.S. Information
and researching in Jamaica,
ing
436-5560
80
753-02
ines
Agency under policy guidel
ROCKY COLSON Home enclosures
anticipated "gaining new
McCoy
m FulCUNNINGHAM'S Heating Repair Roofing siding,
KB ASSOCIATES Gen established by the J. Willia
g of a developing ecotandin
unders
Ind Cooling SOCVICS Corn- painting, plumbing conThe Murray-Calloway County procedure.
eral construction, remodel bright Foreign Scholarship Board
MNcan bring back and
and
I
ion
that
installat
nomy
Calf
es
diets
Hospital officials said they are
crete Free estimat
patios
decks
of
r
,
numbe
a
garages
with
ing,
and in cooperation
Hospital's cardiac catheterization
Murray
at
vice Call Gary at 474-2307
oom
classr
the
in
apply
4
753-083
that the lab has averaged
trim
interior
private organizations. McCoy said.
lab recently celebrated its 100th pleased
759-4754
State."
y one procedure
imatel
approx
h
and Main- Scholarships are awarded throug
DRYWALL. 'meshing, re- ROGER Hudson rock haul- T C Dinh Repair
since it opened in
ay
weekd
each
selecfinal
with
Cleanition,
open compet
pars, additions and sow- ing, gravel, sand. dirt, drive- tenance Electrical
May.
way rock 753-4545 ing Sewer 1210, 1212 Main tions made by the Foreign Scholar753-4761
ng
In the lab, heart catheterizaStreet 753-6111 office, ship Board. Thirty foreign govern753-6763
EXTERIOR/Interior paintare usually done on an out753-0606 alter 5pm
tions
these
of
g
fundin
the
in
share
ments
ing Workmanship guaran- SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
basis. The procedure has
ss
patient
Seamle
Co
Repair, replacement. new THE Gutter
exchanges, he said.
teed 1-527-7382
decreased the nerd
ically
dramat
year
eighth
installation, pumping, sew- aluminum gutters vanety
his
is
in
36,
,
McCoy
FENCE sales at Sears ers, footings, basements of colors. Licensed insurgeries. It
atory
explor
for
at Murray
t
now Cal Sears 753-2310 Backhoe-loader service sured. Estimate available as a faculty member
have the following hand, two spades to show it. A jump-shif
You
er being
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a
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involv
interna
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s
le
State, where he teache
would indicate a probab slam,
for tree estimate for your BRENT ALLEN 759-1515 759-4690
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economic deveare
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values
needs
econom
your
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•AICQ7 V 93•.165•AQ42
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
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.
In
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you
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State
LONG Construction Home
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apars and remodeling, Chnsrna
3. Your left-hand oppone
WILL clean gutters. College of Business and Public
support for spades or surrouding coronary arteries.
and
values
bid
hand
mornright-oofing, room additions.
your
early
and
nd
Call
RecogDiamo
5
Paper
One
$15-$2
Affairs' Outstanding
unbid suits. It
•cx.indabon work Free esti- SUREWAY Tree & Stump ing or evenings, 753-8908
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opponent bids One Heart. What and clubs, the two
nition Award.
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extended thru Oct. 31 as we close out the 1992 inventory!
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McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.

BED ON TV

1-800-538-4433

Looking Back

Today ill II P-,tory
Today is Friday, Oct. 23, the 297th day of 1992. There are 69 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 23, 1983, 241 U.S. Marines and sailors in Lebanon were
killed by a suicide truck-bomber who crashed into the U.S. compound
at Beirut International Airport. An almost simultaneous attack on
French forces in the Lebanese capital also claimed the lives of 58
paratroopers.
On this date:
In 1864, forces led by Union Gen. Samuel R. Curtis defeated Confederate Gen. Stirling Price's army in Missouri.
In 1910, Blanche S. Scou became the first woman to make a solo,
public airplane flight, reaching an altitude of 12 feet as she sailed
across a park in Fort Wayne, Ind.
In 1915, 25,000 women marched in New York City, demanding !Ile
right to vote.
In 1972, 20 years ago, the musical "Pippin" opened on Broadway.
In 1973, President Nixon agreed to turn White House tape recordJohn
ings requested by the Watergate special prosecutor over to Judge
J. Sirica.
In 1980, the resignation of Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin was
announced during a meeting of the Supreme Soviet; illness was cited
as the reason.
Ten years ago: A day after leading an Arab League delegation to a
White House meeting with President Reagan, Morocco's King Hassan
II told reporters the Arab nations would recognize Israel, but only if
the Israelis were to withdraw from territory occupied since the 1967
war.
Five years ago: The U.S. Senate rejected, 58-42, the Supreme Court
nomination of Robert H. Bork.
One year ago: Cambodia's warring factions and representatives of
18 other nations signed a peace treaty in Paris. Defiant euthanasia
advocate Dr. Jack Kevorkian assisted in the deaths of two women in
Michigan; he was charged with murder, but those charges were later
dropped. The Atlanta Braves won game four of the World Series,
beating the Minnesota Twins, 3-2.
Today's Birthdays: Former "Tonight Show" host Johnny Carson is
67. Soccer great Pele is 52. Author-movie director Michael Crichton
is 50. Parodist "Weird Al" Yankovic is 33.
Thought for Today: "Next to excellence is the appreciation of it."
— William Makepeace Thackeray, British author (1811-1863).

Dr. Lyman Ginger, superintenTea years ago
First reading of an ordinance to dent of public instruction for
annex a 66.681 acre tract of land state of Kentucky, spoke at the
as Canterbury Estates met with dedication of the new Murray
unanimous approval from the High School and new Murray
Murray City Council last night. Vocational School on Oct. 22.
Jill Morris, daughter of Mrs. Tours of the schools were given
Wanda Miles, was crowned as to the large number attending the
Murray High School Homecom- festivities at the buildings,
ing Football Queen at the football located at Sycamore Street and
game with MHS losing to Cald- Doran Road.
Charles Magness has been
well County. Her attendants were
Rebbie Houston, daughter of Dr. named Outstanding Agricultural
Alumnus of the year by AgriculHal and Lynn Houston, and Joy
Hina, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ture Alumni Club of Murray
John Hina.
State University. He is vice presiCalloway County High School dent of Jackson Purchase AgriLakers beat Crittenden County 29 cultural Credit Association at
to 26 in a football game played at
Mayfield. He is the son of Mr.
County's and Mrs. Otis Magness of Murray
Crittenden
and is married to the former June
homecoming.
Births reported include a boy
Barnett of Murray.
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bruce,
Births reported include a girl to
Sept. 24.
Michael and Beverly Shelton,
Twenty years ago
Oct. 16.

1

Thirty years ago

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: My problem is I
am too tall. I'm 26 years old, weigh
134 pounds and stand 6 feet tall. I
am a woman.
Most people tell me it's an
advantage for a woman to be tall.
They don't know how many problems tall women have. It's almost
impossible to find clothes that fit,
and I would love to wear heels, but
if I did, I'd be 6 foot 2 inches at
least, so I settle for flats, which do
not flatter my legs.
When I stand next to someone in
a mirror or photograph, I look like a
giant!

wardrobe, makeup, hairdo and
attitude, you can look like a
fashion model. Throw your
shoulders back, keep your chin
up and let the expression on
your face show that you are
proud of your height. If you
slouch or stand stoop-shouldered, you will not look shorter,
but you will look self-conscious
and insecure.
Men who are self-confident
cannot be "intimidated" by a
DEAR TALL:Tall women will woman of any size. Masculinity
always attract attention, which (and femininity,for that matter)
size
can be a plus. With the proper has nothing to do with the

My boyfriend is two inches shorter than me, and even though it
doesn't seem to bother him, it bothers me. Whenever we walk together, or have a picture taken together,
I slouch so as not to dwarf him.
Are most men intimidated by tall
women? It must be hard for them to
feel masculine with women who are
bigger than they are. Please answer
these questions, Abby.
TALL IN BERGENFIELD, N.J.

THE FAR SIDE
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Suddenly, there he was, running along the far shore
right in front of Bob and Vera, who would always
remember they once saw the legendary
"Character of the Lake."
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Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Male deer
5 That woman
8 Wet
12 Winglike
13 Simian
14 Girl's name
15 Memorandum
16 Sn is its
symbol
17 Handle with
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18 More
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-20 Merchant
22 Devoured
23 "Nightmare"
Street
24 Gave prior
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27 Spruce
31 Female sheep
32 Native metal
33 Minor item
37 Muddy mass
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of the package.
If you don't already know
about it, you might be interested in joining Tall Clubs International. The toll-free number is
(800) 521-2512. It offers a wide
range of social opportunities to
tall people, with 4,000 members
in 73 chapters in the United
States and Canlida.
DEAR ABBY: When our son was
born, he weighed 6 pounds, 13
ounces. He was 17 1/2 inches long.
Now, 11 months later, he weighs 10
pounds and is 20 inches long. The
problem is that almost everyone
who sees him asks me why he is so
"small."
Abby, I stand 5 feet tall and my
husband is 5 foot 7, so I realize I
can't expect our children to be any
taller than either one of us. But the
insensitive comments hurt just the
same. Is there a polite response to
all unwanted comments?
NOT TOO TALL IN TACOMA
DEAR NOT TOO TALL: The
only response to rude comments is a long silence accompanied by the look on your face
that says, "I can't believe you
asked such a (a) rude,(b) personal,(c) presumptuous,(d)
inappropriate,(e) embarrassing,(f) ignorant question."
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i
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Forty years ago

Pfc. Joe H. Overcast, son of
Robert Wyman, general manager of Murray Manufacturing Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Overcast,
Co., was speaker at a meeting of and Pfc. Clifford Barnett, son of
Murray Rotary Club. He was Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barnett,
are serving with First Marine Airintroduced by John Perfilio.
Dr. J.B. Dover, Dr. E.E. Tis- craft Wing in Korea.
dale, Dr. W.H. Abernathy, Dr. E.
The tobacco barn filled with
Sarah Hargis and Dr. W.T. Doss, tobacco on the farm of Cleo GroMurray chiropractors, attended gan, Rt. 5, Murray, was destroyed
the convention of Kentucky by fire on Oct. 22.
Association of Chiropractors held
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Shoemaker
at Louisville.
will be married for 50 years on
Recent births reported at Mur- Oct. 26.
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Odine Grogan and Ann Doran
and Mrs. Joe E. Bell, a girl to
two selections at a meeting
sang
a
Herndon,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nors- of Home Department of Murray
worthy and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Woman's Club.
Troy Glidewell read "The
Fred Turner.
Mrs. B.C. Harris and Mrs. Story of the Praying Hands" at a
Charles Schultz presented a les- meeting of Christian Women's
son at a meeting of Nature's Fellowship of First Christian
Palette Garden Club held at the Church. He was introduced by
Mrs. W.J. Gibson.
home of Mrs. 011ie Brown.
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P5ST, SALLY... WHAT
DID YOU PUT DOWN
FOR THE FIRST QUESTION?

WHAT i-IAPPENED IN 1816?
NOW 5140ULD I KNOW I
WASN'T THERE,BUT IF I PAD
BEEN I'D NEVER ADMIT IT

25

26

31

I'LL THINK OF
SOMETHING ELSE

34
WIUI
40
ii 43
40

1111

44

40 Female deer
41 Moray
42 To be
connected
with
45 Gossip
49 Sandarac
tree
50 In music,
high
52 Press
53 Fork prong
54 Hindu
cymbals
55 Repair
56 Sow
57 Hurricane
center
58 The sweetsop

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TRUTH DEARS
ESSECIE
BOOTEE
OX
LEANS
LIME
SRI
SPARE
ALE
SUES
ALERT
ME
BLEST
ERASERS
CLAD
BIDS
AL I PEDS
BRADS
EM
CLASS
RATE
PRESS OPA
ADE
AMOS
POACH
NI
ENMESH
DURESS
STARE
MATES

DEAR ABBY: About eight years
ago, "Ted"(my fiance at the time)
was a career officer stationed in
Germany with the U.S. Army. I
went to Germany to be with him for
a year.
Ted's mother and I had a good
relationship; she treated me like
one of the family — in fact, she even
kept my 100-pound dog during the
year I was overseas.
Things didn't work out as Ted
and I had planned, and we didn't
marry. It was awkward for me to
see his mother when I returned to
the states, so we fell out of touch.
For the last few years, I have
been feeling very guilty. I never
once offered to reimburse her for my
dog's food and vet bills, even though
I knew that she was in financial
straits. Abby, she was so very kind
and generous to me.
Can I make it up to her at this
late date? Or would it be inappropriate to send her some money now?
BIRDBRAIN IN GEORGIA
DEAR BIRDBRAIN: Inappropriate? Certainly not! Reward
her generously for the past
favors immediately. It will ease
your conscience and ihe will
welcome the windfall. Trust me.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 71-year-old
husband had a stroke eight months
ago. He is totally incontinent and confined to a wheel chair. His doctor says
he has degeneration of his central nervous system. Since my husband never
speaks to anyone or asks for anything,
we must constantly anticipate his
needs and we require some direction.
DEAR READER: This is an ex10-23 ("E 1992 United Feature Syndicate tremely difficult situation; you are
DOWN
courageous to take on the many re6 Slender
10 Mud
1 Workman
sponsibilities your husband poses.
finial
11 Equal
2 — vera
I don't mean to sound cruel but, to a
7 Split asunder
19 Summer: Fr.
3 Evaluate
degree, you must adopt the
large
8 Depart
21 Guido's high
4 Surgical saw
approach with your husband
suddenly
same
note
5 Detestation
9 Grandthat you would with an infant. This
24 Marry
parental
means washing, feeding and changing
25 Veneration
26 Soak, as flax
him: in essence, anticipating his needs
28 Seed
9
10 11
8
7
6
in the same manner you probably did
5
container
with your children many years ago.
29 Unit of
14
You may be able to spark his inter13
energy
in food by offering him meals that
est
30 Female ruff
17
18
you, by experience, know he likes.
34 Worshipped
You may be able to "toilet train" him
35 Electrified
20 21
19
particle
by putting him on a commode every
38 Ambassador
couple of hours during the day. At
23
37 Colonize
least this should cut down on his in38 Meadow
continence. You may be able to im39 Last syllable
28 29 30
27
prove the quality of his life by playing
of a word
music, reading to him or letting him
42 Flying
32
watch TV shows that he once enjoyed.
animals
Finally, get some help in the form
43 Great Lake
37 38 39
35 II
4.4 Path
of home health aides or other health46 Allowance
care workers; you will need frequent
4i
for waste
breaks in the daily monotony of car47 Solitary
for someone who is so severely
ing
48 Finishes
.
handicapped
illIIla 51 Song
II
ii
I'm sure your husband's doctor can
52
give you other, more cogent advice.
in•
Also, the doctor should be able to coII
the services your husband
ordinate
II
will need, including meal planning,
58
recreation, physical therapy and othill
ers.
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Mrs. Donna Jean Norsworthy

Louis J. Rochelli Sr.
Louis J. Rochelli Sr., 73, of
501 Ftauan Dr., Victoria, Texas
77901, died early this morning.
He had suffered a stroke.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mayme Ryan Rochelli; one
daughter, Joan Rochelli, Atlanta,
Ga.; two sons, Louis J. Rochelli

Jr. and Phillip Ryan Rochelli,
Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Rochelli Sr. is a sister of
the late Dr. Louis C. Ryan of
Murray.
Funeral and burial services will
be held Monday in Victoria,
Texas.

and Mrs. Gail Burkeen and husband, Dennis B., Ri 7, Mayfield;
one son, Terry Sheridan, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; one stepdaughter, Ms.
Kay Satterwhite, New Concord;
one stepson, Ken Norsworthy and
wife, Treasa, Kirkscy; three
grandchildren, David Furgerson,
Jamie Burkeen and Jennifer Burkeen; five stepgrandchildren,
brothers preceded her in death.
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Board seeks nominations
1992,the WKRMH/MR Board,Inc.
The Western Kentucky Regional
provided 123,708 services to 7,119
Mental Health-Mental Retardation individuals. The agency employs a
Board, Inc. is seeking nominations staff of 120 individuals. Included in
from the public to fill an unexpired that figure are a number of psychiatboard tam in Calloway County.
rists, psychologists, social workers,
Nominees must reside in the
psychiatric nurses, case managers,
county represented and cannot be
substance abuse counselors, and
employed by the WKRMH-MR other professionals.
Board, Inc. or any of its affiliates. It
Nominations for these vacancies
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ary, Western Kentucky Regional
substance abuse. The Board meets
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
at 7:30 p.m. on the third Thursday of
Board, Inc., P.O. Box 7287, Paduevery other month at the administracah, KY 42002-7287
tive office in Paducah.
The 36 member regional Board,
comprised of four citizen volunteers
from each of the nine counties in the
agency's catchment area, is the
policy-making body for the community mental health, mental retarCapsule
dation, and substance abuse progthe
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Upright Vacuum
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Model U4671-920
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'Top tool conversion
'Attached caddy with 5-piece tool set
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$149.99

HOOVER° Elite n"II
Upright Vacuum
Model U4689-910
-Total System Performancei' 630
•Top tool conversion
'Attached caddy with deluxe
5-piece tool set
.4 position carpet height adjustment
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HOOVER PowerMax TM
Self Propelled
Cleaning System

Wonderful Surprise!
5 BR - 3 BA
1554 Oxford
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With Variable Speed and Attached
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Total System Performancen' 960
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'Automatically converts for attachment use
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